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. . . the great moral and political issue which overshadowed every¬
thing else in the 1850's was the limitation of slavery and later its
total abolition on American soil.
Jane Addams, 19351
Numerous authors have related the life and work of Jane Addams,
the well-known co-founder of Hull House at Chicago who has been one
of the most written about women--if not the most written about woman
--in American history.2 Yet there are apparently no major monographs
on her neo-abolition—no full-scale treatises on the part of her life-
work which served as an antithesis to the still extant phenomenon of
neo-slavery and manifested a portion of the ongoing neo-abolition
movement.3 Accordingly, through a concentration upon the "black" side
of Miss Addams's multifaceted reform efforts, the present study will
attempt to lead the way in remedying this apparent deficiency.
Ijane Addams, My Friend, Julia Lathrop (New York, 1935), p. 25.
^Although the published literature on the life and work of Jane
Addams is exceedingly vast, the most significant full-length studies
are as follows: James Weber Linn, Jane Addams: A Biography (New York,
1935); Daniel Levine, Jane Addams and the Liberal Tradition (Indianapolis,
1965); John C. Farrell, Beloved Lady: A History of JaneTddams'[s]
Ideas on Reform and Peach (Baltimore, 1967); and Allen F. Davis, American
Heroine: The Life and Legend of Jane Addams (New York, 1973).
3see the Glossary for the present author's definitions of neo-
abolition, neo-slavery, neo-abolition movement, and other major neo-
logical expressions used in this monograph.
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It is well to note that a number of authors have broached instances
of Jane Addams's anti-neoslavery activity.^ The most judicious treatment
was the Introduction by scholar Bettina Aptheker to Lynching and Rape:
An Exchange of Views,5 a 1977 work which the present writer discovered
during the middle writing stage of the present study. However, since
her Introduction focused equally upon some of the anti-neoslavery efforts
of Mrs. Ida B. Wells Barnett,^ that work cannot be properly classified
as a monograph on Miss Addams's "neo-abolitionism"—a neologism which
Ms. Aptheker, like virtually all writers who have related instances of
Jane Addams's attempts to eradicate neo-slavery, did not use.
Historian James M. McPherson in The Abolitionist Legacy: From
Reconstruction to the NAACP was the only author found to have used
neo-abolitionism in a work which touched upon Miss Addams's neo-
abolitional activity. However, some critics may deem it to have been
^See, e.g., Arthur S. Link, "The Negro as a Factor in the Campaign
of 1912," Journal of Negro History 32 (January 1947):97-98; August
Meier, Negro Thought in America, 1880-1915; Racial Ideologies in the Age
of Booker T. Washington (Ann Arbor, 1963), pp. 182-83; Rayford W. Logan,
The Betrayal of the Negro: From Rutherford B. Hayes to Woodrow Wilson,
new, enl. ed. (London, 1965), p. 352; Clarence A. Bacote, The Story of
Atlanta University: A Century of Service, 1865-1965 (Atlanta, 1969),
p. 136; Elliot M. Rudwick, W.E.B. DuBois; Progandist of the Negro
Protest, with a New Preface by Louis Harlan (New York, Atheneum, 1972),
pp. 104, 120; Alton Hornsby, Jr., The Black Almanac, rev. and enl. ed.
(Woodbury, N.Y., 1973), p. 48; and every other work that has been listed
in the Selected Bibliography.
^Bettina Aptheker, ed.. Lynching and Rape: An Exchange of Views,
Occasional Paper, No. 25, AIMS (New York, 1977), Introduction.
6lda B. Wells Barrett at various times was also known, e.g., as
Ida W. Barnett; Ida Barnett; Ida Wei 1s-Barnett; Ida Wells Barnett; and
Ida B. Wells.
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a monumental oversight on the part of Mr. McPherson--given his avowed
"interest in the role of white liberals in the evolution of American
racial attitudes and practices" and the criteria that he used to select
the persons on which The Abolitionist Legacy focused—for his book to
have covered only one instance of Jane Addams's anti-neoslavery efforts.^
Such criticism would be somewhat justified since the father of
Miss Addams was an abolitionist and a neo-abolitionist. But it would
be especially justified since Jane Addams has heretofore been a less
than adequately treated, albeit a major, white participant in "The
Abolitionist (or Antislavery) Legacy (or Tradition)."
This thesis has been divided into three chapters. Chapter one
(the Introduction) will sketch the life and over-all reform work of
Jane Addams. Chapter two will relate the evidence of Miss Addams's
neo-abolitionism featured in this study. Afterwards, chapter three
will undertake an analysis of her neorabolitionism.^
In terms of sources, the present writer opted against a consulta¬
tion of the microfilm edition of the manuscripts of Jane Addams in order
^James M. McPherson, The Abolitionist Legacy: From Recontruction
to the NAACP (Princeton, 1^75), pp. 4, 6, 387. Some critics may also,
e.g., deem it overly presumptions for Id. to have employed, without
definitions, in Abolitionist Legacy; and Id., essay. Barton J. Beinstein,
ed.. Towards a New Past: Dissenting Essays in American History (New
York, 1968), pp. 126-55 some of the terminology defined in the Glossary.
Such criticism would be equally applicable to such other scholarly
writings as those by authors other than James McPherson cited in the
Glossary.
^This thesis has generally followed the style of the University
of Chicago Press as outlined in Kate L. Turabian, A Manual for WrUers
of Term Papers. Theses, and Dissertations, 4th ed. (Chicago, 1973).
It has also generally refrained from the use of sic in quotations
except to indicate incorrect spelling.
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to research the printed literature concerning her human betterment
efforts as an anti-neoslavery crusader. This monograph, therefore,
has been primarily based on publications by Miss Addams; government
documents; works of organizations; autobiographical and biographical
writings of people with whom Addams was acquainted; and other published
contemporary sources. Secondary sources include works on Jane Addams
and/or Hull House and works which focus on the neo-slave.
In closing, the present study is hereby in memory of "Mr. Atlanta
University"--Dr. Clarence A. Bacote, a gentleman-scholar under whom it
was the priviledge of this writer to have studied.
CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Thousands of children in the [eighteen] sixties and [eighteen]
seventies, .... caught a notion of imperishable heroism when they were
told that brave men had lost their lives that the slaves might be free.
Jane Addams, 1910l
Laura Jane Addams was born in Cedarville, Illinois on 6 September
1860. She was the eighth and youngest child of abolitionist John Huy
Addams, a properous gristmiller and railroad company investor who
became a bank president; a life insurance president; a founder of the
Republican Party; a senator in the Illinois state legislature; a
friend and supporter of Abraham Lincoln; and possibly a member of the
underground railroad to Canada.
After graduating from Rockford Female Seminary at Rockford,
Illinois in 1881, Miss Addams enrolled in the Women's Medical College
at Philadelphia. Once there, she soon withdrew partly because of the
recurrence of a childhood back problem. After two extended tours to
Europe, she established Hull House at Chicago in 1889 with the help
of Ellen Gates Starr--a former Rockford Female Seminary classmate who
would evince signs of neo-abolitionism.2
Ijane Addams, Twenty Years at Hull-House: With Autobiographical
Notes (New York, 1910), p. 30.
^For examples of Ellen Starr's neo-abolitionism, see Ellen Gates
Starr to Mary S. Blaisdell, February 23 [1889], quoted in Farrell,
Beloved Lady, p. 56; and Chicago Broad Ax, 17 February 1906.
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According to James Weber Linn—a nephew of Jane Addams—Hull House
was originally owned by Charles J. Hull, a white American real estate
investor who: "After the Civil War . . . developed the plan of providing
working people, both whites and Negroes, with houses on the instalment
plan."3 As a social settlement, Hull House was inspired by the example
of Toynbee Hall in London, England, and was dedicated largely to the
uplift of European immigrants. In words from its charter, it—among
other things—attempted: "'To provide a center for a higher civic and
social life; to institute and maintain educational and philanthropic
enterprises, and to investigate and improve the conditions in the
industrial districts of Chicago.
Although the two surviving Hull House buildings at the Chicago
Circle campus of the University of Illinois no longer engage in uplift
work, the Hull House of Jane Addams and Ellen Starr helped to trans¬
plant the social settlement movement in Great Britain to the United
States during the Progressive era. It also lifted Miss Addams to
unrivalled national and international fame as an "angel of mercy"—a
saintly image which made her the most famous American women in her day.
As historian Allen F. Davis cogently noted:
Reporters discovered that Jane Addams was good copy;
they summarized everything she wrote, and reported every¬
thing she did. Even the small town newspapers picked up
stories of her books and speeches from the wire services
and passed them on to their readers ....
^Linn, Jane Addams, p. 93.
^Hull House Charter, quoted in Addams, Twenty Years, p. 112.
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She was subject of laudatory articles, and poems prais¬
ing her accomplishments, and her biography was included in
several children's anthologies with titles such as Heroines
of Modern Progress, and Famous Living Americans. She was
mentioned half seriously, as the first woman mayor of Chicago;
not quite so seriously but still with respect, as the first
women President of the United States.^
Mr. Davis continued:
. . . Jane Addams became a community symbol repre¬
senting the American virtues of "benelovence," "dis¬
interested conduct," and "redeeming love," the same
attributes that George Bancroft in his History of the
United States bestowed upon all his heroes, and a concept
that became a part of American thought and folklore through
school books, sermons, and patriotic biographies ....
She represented, .... "the altruistic elements in a
civilization that was on the whole too acquisitive."
She was viewed as a saint, but a special American kind
of saint, brooding and benevolent, self-sacrificing, giving
her life to uplift the poor, but also practical and useful.®
Yet Jane Addams, the corecipient of the 1931 Nobel Peace Prize
who died of intestial cancer on 21 May 1935, was far more than a
mere settlement house worker. She, for example, was a municipal
reformer; a trade-union supporter; a woman suffragist; an anti-
imperialist; a child's right advocate; and a pacifist.^ In addition
to these and other things, she was a neo-abolitionist.
®Davis, American Heroine, pp. 199, 200.
®Ibid., p. 201.
^See, e.g., the works cited in the Preface, n. 2 above. For
Miss Addams's own story of her life and work, see, e.g., Addams, Twenty
Years which was partly composed from a series of autobiographical
articles by Id. which appeared in the Ladies' Home Journal. March-May
1906 and the American Magazine, April-September 1910. ATso see, e.g..
Id., The Second Twenty Years at Hull-House, September 1906 to September
1920: With a Record of a Growing World Consciousness (New York, 1930).
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As a prelude to the evidence of the neo-abolitionism of Jane Addams
featured in this study, one should note that neo-enslavement in her era
centered around political disfranchisement, economic peonage, and racial
segregation. It also centered around such violent white on black crimes
as beatings; bombings; burnings; lynchings; shootings; stonings; stab-
bings; sexual assaults; and dismemberments.
CHAPTER II
FEATURED EVIDENCE OF JANE ADDAMS'S NEO-ABOLITIONISM
Before the American nation agreed to regard slavery as unjustifi¬
able from the standpoint of public morality, an army of reformers,
lecturers, and writers set forth its enormity in a neverceasing [sic]
flow of invective, of appeal, and of portrayal concerning the human
cruelty to which the system lent itself.
Jane Addams, 19121
The evidence of Jane Addams's neo-abolitionism featured in this
study is some of her published writings which protested the neo-slavery
induced and maintained by the white American. These publications are
of two distinct types. The first type consists of those which mono-
graphical 1y protested various manifestations of white American neo¬
slavery. The second type consists of works that focused on other
subjects, but protested in passing some actualizations of the same
ultimately white American supremacy phenomenon.
Among the writings in the first category are Jane Addams's 3 January
1901 Independent article; her January 1911 Crisis article; and her
1 February 1913 Survey article. Some of those in the second category
are her November 1892 Forum article; her 1907 Newer Ideals of Peace;
her 1912 A New Conscience and an Ancient Evil; her 1922 Peace and Bread




in Time of War; her 1 September 1930 Survey article; and her 1935
My Friend, Julia Lathrop.^
In the 3 January 1901 Independent article, Jane Addams protested
the most infamous of all manifestations of white American neo-slavery;
namely, the lawless racially motivated lynchings of black United States
citizens.3 It, perhaps, would not have been an undesirable event if
Miss Addams had also protested the equal racially motivated--albeit
fewer—lynchings of black Americans in nonsouthern regions of our
nation. It, moreover, can be noted that like at least three other
writings by her, the in Negro and Negroes was not capitalized.^ Yet,
^The following work—which was listed in U.S., Department of
the Interior, Office of Education, Education of Negroes: A 5-Year
Bibliography, 1931-1935, by Ambrose Caliver and Ethel G. Greene,
Bulletin, 1937, No. 8 (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office,
1937), p. 1—is among several publications by Jane Addams that did
not explicitly protest the largely white American supremacy phenomenon
of neo-slavery, but still made reference to the black American and/or
the black American experience: "Jane Addams Points to the Rise of
Negro Education," School Life, January 1933, p. 98.
^Id., "Respect for Law," Independent, 3 January 1901, pp. 18-20.
Ibid, was reprinted in Aptheker, Lynching pp. 22-27.
^See Addams, New Conscience, p. 119; and Id., Second Twenty Years,
pp. 145, 165, 257, 282 of which Ibid., p. 282 was reprinted in Emily
Cooper Johnson, ed., Jane Addams: A Centennial Reader (New York,
1960), p. 65. Also see Jane Addams, essay, Jane Addams et al.. Philan¬
thropy and Social Progress: Seven Essays, with an Introduction by
Henry C. Adams (New York, n.d.), p. 3 which was reprinted in Christopher
Lasch, ed.. The Social Thought of Jane Addams (Madison, 1971), p. 30.
One may be tempted to condone the apparent racially motivated noncapital¬
ization of the £ in Negro and Negroes in the first, second, and fourth
works in this n. on the grounds that the capitalization of these nouns
were not common in most publications of Jane Addams's more openly pro¬
neoslavery era. However, to do so would be akin to a condonation of the
then more sexist treatment of working women on the grounds that the place
of females at that time was generally deemed to have been in the home.
In fact, as for possible bowdlerizations--intentional or otherwise
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even though Jane Addams deliberately assumed after opening paragraphs
that the southern white American honestly believed Negro lynchings to
be the best way to control presumed black on white crimes, her thesis
was that the southern white's atrocities against the American people
were counterproductive.^ For example, after a review of some examples
in French and English history which showed how similar brutal treatment
of lower class crime by the nobility led to reprisals once the tables
were turned,6 she asserted:
We would send this message to our fellow citizens of
the South who are once more trying to suppress vice by
violence: That the bestial in man, that which leads him
to pillage and rape, can never be controlled by public
cruelty and dramatic punishment, which too often cover
fury and revenge. That violence is the most ineffectual
method of dealing with crime, the most preposterous attempt
to inculcate lessons of self control, A community has a
right to protect itself from the criminal, to restrain him,
to segregate him from the rest of society. But when it
attempts revenge, when it pursuades [sic] itself that
exhibitions of cruelty result in reform, it shows itself
ignorant of all the teachings of history; it allows itself
to be thrown back into the savage state of dealing with
criminality.
She continued:
It further runs a certain risk of brutalizing each
spectator, of shaking his belief in law and order, of sowing
seed for future violence. It is certainly doubtful whether
—by editors, typographers, etc., of Miss Addams's likely invariable
capitalization of Negro and Negroes, Jane Addams must still bear the
final responsibility for each of her printed words. Except for cases
of pseudepigraphy, e.g., such—for better or worst—continues to be one
of the inherent risks of published authorship.
^Addams, "Respect for Law," p. 18.
^Ibid., pp. 18-19.
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these scenes could be enacted over and over again, save
in a community in which the hardening drama of slavery had
once been seen, in which the devastation of war had taken
place; and we may be reasonably sure that the next generation
of the South cannot escape the result of the lawlessness and
violence which ar.e now being indulged in.
Brutality begets brutality; and proceeding on the theory
that the negro is undeveloped, and therefore must be treated
in this primitive fashion, is to forget that the immature pay
little attention to statements, but quickly imitate what they
see. The nuderdeveloped [sic] are never helped by such methods
as these, for they learn only by imitation. The child who is
managed by a system ob bullying and terrorizing is almost sure
to be the vicious and stupid child.^
Miss Addams then responded to the charge of southern whites "that in
certain localities a lynching has, . . . , been followed by a cessation
of the crime of which the lynched man was guilty."® She, for example,
related a psychological argument about how externally induced "inhibi-
tive measures" could temporarily suspend, but not forever suppress,
"certain elements of the self." Next she argued against Negro lynchings
from what Allen Davis has called "the special perspective of a woman.
At the end of her article, Jane Addams announced:
I have purposely treated this subject on the theory of
its ablest defenders; I have said nothing of the innumerable
chances of punishing the wrong man; of the many other results
of lawless methods; I have avoided confusing the main issue.^0
However, that did not prevent Tattler—an editorial page columnist
for the Nation—from asserting in a 1916 editorial which was hyper¬
critical of her World War I peace efforts that it had not
^Addams, "Respect for Law," p. 19.
®Ibid.. pp. 19-20.
^Ibid., p. 20; Davis, American Heroine, p. 129.
l^Addams, "Respect for Law," p. 20.
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. . . been forgotten that her views on lynching in the
South, as publicly uttered a few years ago, laid more
than common stress upon the consideration that the crime
charged against the negro victims richly deserved the
punishment decreed for it. Although this was not, of
itself, a plea for lawlessness, it was one of those
expressions to which a wordly-wise person would have
preferred not to give utterance at that particular junc¬
tion, when a carnival of violence was in progress.
Although no speech or writing by Jane Addams was singled out in
Tattler's critique of Jane Addams's "views on lynchings in the South,"
Miss Addams's 3 January 1901 Independent article did have a somewhat
pro-neoslavery undertone to it. Accordingly, Miss Addams might have
displayed less than sound judgement in using what was essentially an
anti-Negro perspective to formulate her protest of the lynchings of
southern black Americans.
In any event, Ida Barnett who was a personal friend and neo-
abolitional associate of Jane Addams^^ and who was then the leading
crusader against Negro lynchings proffered a similar evaluation of
Miss Addams's 3 January 1901 Independent article in "Lynching and
the Excuse for It." It is interesting that Mrs. Barnett's critique
was prefaced with words of praise. It is also interesting that the
critique wrongly indicated that the ji had been capitalized in Negroes
in the 3 January 1901 Independent article of Jane Addams.However,
lljattler [psued.], "Jane Addams," Nation, 3 February 1916, p. 134.
l^see, e.g., Ida B. Wells, Crusade for Justice: The Autobiography
of Ida B. Wells, ed. Alfreda M. Duster (Chicago, 1970), pp. 259-60,
276-78, 283, 321-22, 327; and Ida B. Wells-Barnett to W. E. B. OuBois,
30 May 1903, Herbert Aptheker, The Correspondence of W. E. B. DuBois, 4
vols. ([Amherst,] 1973-78), 1:56.
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Allen Davis noted that Addams was consistently "hurt by any criticism"
of herself and her betterment efforts due to her psychological make
up and due to her strong emotional attachment to her pre-World War I
status of "The Most Admired and Beloved Woman in America."!^ It thus
can be inferred that she was hurt by the criticism of her 3 January
1901 Independent article in Mrs. Barnett's 16 May 1901 Independent
article.
In the January 1911 Crisis article, Jane Addams protested several
manifestations of white American neo-slavery. She opened with the
assertion: "I always find it difficult to write upon the great race
problem which we have in America." She continued in the following
paragraph: "One thing, however, is clear to all of us, that not only
in the South, but everywhere in America, a strong race antagonism is
asserting itself, which has various modes of lawless and insolent
expression." Her main evidence was "the contemptuous attitude" of the
vast majority of her fellow white Americans toward American blacks.
According to her, this kind of "race antagonism" resulted "in a social
segregation of each race" and placed blacks "outside the influences of
social control" inherent in the unbroken social traditions of whites.
That, she felt, prevented urban blacks from obtaining a means of social
l^ida 8. Wells Barnett, "Lynching and the Excuse for It,"
Independent, 16 May 1901, pp. 1133-34. Ibid, was reprinted in Aptheker,Lyncning7~PP» 28-29. Despite the contention in Ibid., p. 21, Barnett,
"Lynching," pp. 1133-36 was first reprinted in Adler J. Mortimer, gen,
ed.. The Negro in American History, 3 vols. (N.p., 1972), 2:86-93.
l^Davis, American Heroine, pp. 124, 226-31 et passim.
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"restraints." To bolster her opinion, she constrasted the urban family
life experiences of immigrant girls and neo-enslaved girls. Afterwards,
she related how "race segregation" caused the latter to be raised amidst
"the most flagrantly immoral conditions the community permits."
Miss Addams, moreover, argued: "Another result of race antagonism is
the readiness of irritation which in time characterizes the intercourse
of the two races."15 she thereupon informed the white American:
We stupidly force one race to demand as a right from the
other those things which should be accorded as a courtesty;
and every meeting between representatives of the two races
is easily characterized by insolence and arrogance. To the
friction of city life, and the complications of modern
intercourse, is added this primitive race animosity which
should long since have been outgrown. When the white
people in a city are tacitly leagued against the colored
people within its borders, the result is sure to be
disastrous, but there are still graver dangers in permit¬
ting the primitive instinct to survive and to become self-
assertive. When race antagonism manifests itself through
lynching, it defiantly insists that it is superior to all
those laws which have been gradually evolved during
thousands of years, and which form at once the record and
’ the instrument of civilization. The fact that this race
antagonism enables the men acting under its impulsion to
justify themselves in their lawlessness constitutes the
great danger of the situation. The men claim that they
are executing a primitive retribution which precedes all
law, and in this belief they put themselves in a position
where they cannot be reasoned with, although this dangerous
manifestation must constantly be reckoned with as a deter¬
rent to progress and a menace to orderly living.15
Miss Addams continued her denouncement of Negro lynchings as follows:
Moreover, this race antagonism is very close to the one
thing in human relations which is uglier than itself,
namely, sex antagonism, and in every defense made in its
15jane Addams, "Social Control," Crisis, January 1911, p. 22.
15ibid., pp. 22-23.
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behalf an appeal to the latter antagonism is closely
interwoven. Many men in every community justify violence
when it is committed under the impulsion of these two
antagonisms, and others carelessly assert that great laws
of human intercouse, first and foremost founded upon
justice and right relations between man and man, should
thus be disregarded and destroyed.
If the National Association for the Advancement of
Colored People will soberly take up every flagrant case
of lawbreaking, and if it will allow no withdrawal of
constitutional rights to pass unchallenged, it will
perform a most useful service to America and for the
advancement of all its citizens. Many other opportunities
may be open in time to such an association, but is not
this its first and most obvious obligation?!^
In light of Miss Addams's membership in the National Association
for the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP) and it predecessor
organizations!8__as well as, her generally unrivalled popularity as
a writer in the decade which preceded World War l!^--it is not surprising
that reprints of Jane Addams's January 1911 Crisis article were offered
by the NAACP.20 It also is not surprising that the demand was such that
the NAACP would print additional reprints of the article.21 However,
l^Jane Addams, "Social Control," Crisis, January 1911, p. 23.
l^See, e.g.. Id., Twenty Years, p. 256; Id., memorial letter on
Florence Kelley to the Twenty-Third Annual NAACP Conference, "The 23d
[sic] Conference, N.A.A.C.P.: Pregnant Sentences from Sixteen
Addresses," Crisis, July 1932, p. 218; and Id., "The Progressive Party
and the Negro," Ibid., November 1912, p. 30 which was reprinted in
Lasch, Social Thought, p. 169.
l^Davis, American Heroine, pp. 198-99 tabulated: "Between 1907
and 1916 she published six books, including her autobiography, and
more than 150 essays and reports."
20see, e.g., advertisements of pamphlets published by the NAACP,
Crisis, April-August, October-December 1911, January-April, June-
November 1912, and March 1913.
21"National Association for the Advancement of Colored People,"
Ibid., August 1912, p. 177.
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the Crisis article continued the now flawed historical notion in Jane
Addams's June 1908 Bulletin [of] Atlanta University article concerning
a complete destruction of black American family life habits and a
corresponding lack of any "restraints" among Afro-Americans.22 in
later works,23 Miss Addams anticipated the findings of the late black
American sociologist E. Franklin Frazier24 and viewed this supposed
completely true reality of the Afro-American family as a "de-African¬
ization" result of American Negro slavery. Yet she also argued in her
January 1911 Crisis article that, given black-white intergration, the
European social heritage of her race would be absorbed by American
blacks and thereby provide the foundations for the "social control" of
Afro-Americans.25 Such an argument, for better or worst, tends to
verify a rudimentary contention of Bettina Aptheker concerning some of
Miss Addams's neo-abolitional publications. In Ms. Aptheker's words.
22jane Addams, "Address of Miss Jane Addams: Advantages and
Disadvantages of a Broken Inheritance," Bulletin [of] Atlanta Univer¬
sity, June 1908, no pp. Ibid, was delivered as an address at the
Thirteenth Annual Conference for the Study of the Negro Problems held
at Atlanta University (the 1908 A.U. Social Work Conference). See,
e.g., Edward Twichell Ware to Jane Addams, 8 June 1908, Edward Twichell
Ware Papers, Atlanta University, Atlanta, Georgia. Also see Lee
Rainwater and William L. Yancey, The Moynihan Report and the Politics
of Controversy (Cambridge, 1967) for the furor aroused by a well-known
study commissioned by the Lyndon B. Johnson administration which gave a
similar unbalanced historical view of the black American family.
23see, e.g., Addams, New Conscience, pp. 118-19; and Id., "Education
by the Current Event," Survey, 1 Septebmer 1930, p. 464.
24e. Franklin Frazier, The Negro Family in the United States
(Chicago, 1939).
25Addams, "Social Control," p. 22.
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"chauvinist assumptions are present in her writings."26
In the 1 February 1913 Survey article. Miss Addams protested white
American neo-slavery as manifested by the consistent white supremacist
race relations policy of the white American toward black United States
citizens. Her theme was the question which she posed in her title:
"Has the Emancipation Act Been Nullified by National Indifference"?
Miss Addams firmly believed that the Emancipation Proclamation, and
abolitionism in general, implicitly entailed a promise of full
American Negro equality. For example, Jane Addams queried white
Americans in the fourth paragraph to her 1 February 1913 Survey
article:
What have we done to bring to the status of full
citizenship the people Lincoln's proclamation raised
from the conditions of slavery, who were thereby enabled
at once to legitimatize [sic] family life and to make
contracts, but who inevitably looked forward to the
civil and political rights implied in the great document?
How far are we responsible that their civil rights are
often rendered futile, their political action curtailed,
their equality before the law denied [;] in fact, indus¬
trial opportunities withheld from them and, above all,
that for twenty-five years they have been exposed to the
black horrors of lynchings? How far has the act of the
great emancipator been nullified by our national indif-
ference?27
Miss Addams also informed her predominantly white American
reading audience as follows concerning the white American's post-
"Reconstruction Amendments" pro-neoslavery past:
26Aptheker, Lynching, p. 5.
27jane Addams, "Has the Emancipation Act Been Nullified by National
Indifference," Survey, 1 February 1913, pp. 565-66.
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It would be difficult to state just when the tide of
indifference set in but certainly we would all admit that
the attitude both in the North and South towards colored
men has been responsible for strange inhibitions and
limitations operating on the spirits of the entire white
population. If we would carefully study the souls of
white folks to discover the cause of this spiritual bond¬
age, it would not be difficult to find in the South a
loyalty to a lost cause, to those who died in its behalf
and to those who surviving suffered and dedicated all to
it; the necessity for admitting that those who thus died
or suffered might appear to be in the wrong, in itself
tends to confuse the issue whenever the Negro demands
political equality.
Memories of a caste relationship which permitted
great intimacy but perpetuated differences in opportunity,
blind whole communities to the inconsistencies practised
in many parts of the South today. Whenever southern men
thoughtlessly brand every black man as a menace to the
virtue of white women, they forget the loyal protection
given by black men to white women and children during the
war while they, the white men, were striving to perpetuate
a system involving the continuance of Negro slavery.
Conditions of the shameful carpet-bagger and the corrupt
political practices after the war are still used by the
young South to justify a similar system of political
corruption and oppression toward those whom the northerner
so unwisely befriended. These, among other things, account
for the treatment of the blacks by the white South when
education, economic opportunity, civil rights, personal
justice and political capacity are in practice often
successfully, and apparently conscientiously, denied to
the Negro.2o
Despite Jane Addams's pronouncement that "it would be difficult to
state just when the tide of indifference set in" toward Freedmen, the
consensus of opinion among historians today may well be 1877. This, to
be sure, was the year that a considerably "white backlash" compromise was
struck between some leading northern and southern United States congress-
^Qlbid., p. 566. (Italics mine.)
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men which in settling that year's disputed presidential election
between Rutherford B. Hayes and Samuel J. Til den heralded the end of
the Reconstruction era.29
It is, perhaps, unfortunate that Jane Addams—who in the minds of
many southern white Americans was undoubtedly, among other things, a
"damn Yankee" because of her neo-abolitionism30--failed to protest white
American neo-slavery in all sections of our nation. However, she did
inquire of her fellow white countrymen as follows: "But what of the
white North, which ignoring the glory of its inheritance, careless of
the principles for which the war was fought at such terrible cost,
submits to the chains forged, not by the southerner as is often asserted,
but by its own indifference. . . [?]" As Miss Addams saw it: "The
consequence of such bondage upon the life of nation can be formulated
only when we have a wider and more exact knowledge." "A wider and more
exact knowledge" of exactly what. Miss Addams did not indicate. But she
did broach some of the losses of black American life and culture to the
nation due to "the denial of opportunity and of free expression on part
of the Negro." She also asserted in her final paragraph, for example:
"Much more could be added to the list of positive losses suffered by the
community which puts so many of its own members 'behind the veil.'''^^
29on "The Compromise of 1877," see, e.g., C. Vann Woodward,
Reunion and Reaction: The Compromise of 1877 and the End of Recon¬
struction (Boston, 1951).
30see, e.g., Linn, Jane Addams, pp. 216-217.
3lAddams, "National Indifference," p. 566.
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It is hard to overlook the fact that Jane Addams seemingly referred
to the Emancipation Proclamation as the Emancipation Act in the title
and text of her 1 February Survey article.^2 However, the article
shared several tonal and structural similarities to the call for "A
Lincoln Emancipation Conference"33__a landmark anti-neoslavery document
that she had signed which led to the convening of the First National
Negro Conference held 31 May - 1 June 1909 in New York and eventually
to the establishment of the NAACP.^^
The call was finalized by New York Evening Post editor Oswald
Garrsion Villard, a neo-abolitional acquaintance of Miss Addams who
became a leading NAACP figure.35 it was released to the press for
32Based upon some portions of her text. Miss Addams knew that
Lincoln's Civil War document was a presidential executive order; as
opposed to an act of the Congress. Thus it is conceivable that she
referred to the Emancipation Proclamation as the Emancipation Act in
order to shorten the title of her Survey article—or, perhaps, she
was referring to the act (event) of the proclamation having been
issued; rather than the document itself.
33"a Lincoln Emancipation Conference," Alexander's Magazine,
March-April 1909, pp. 231-32.
^^National Negro Conference, Proceedings of the National Negro
Conference. 1909; New York, May 31 and June 1 (reprint ed.. New York,
1969), p. 224; "The N.A.A.C.P.,'' Crisis. November 1910, p. 12. Ibid.,
pp. 12-13 was reprinted in Herbert Aptheker, ed., A Documentary History
of the Negro People in the United States. 4 vols. (New York and Secaucus,
New Jersey, 1951-74), 2:28. Despite the implication of, e.g. B. Joyce
Ross, J. E. Spingarn and the Rise of the NAACP. 1911-1939 (New York,
1972), pp. 23, 26 et passim; and Robert W. Bagna11, "Negroes in New
Abolition Movement," Current History 23 (Dec«nber 1925):378-82 which
was reprinted in Aptheker, Documentary. 2:498-504, the NAACP has been
only one of many manifestations of "new abolition," "new abolitionism,"
and the "new abolition movement" even though it has been a very
important "new abolitionist" in the crusade to eradicate "new slavery."
35see, e.g., Oswald Garrison Villard, Fighting Years: Memoirs of
a Liberal Editor (New York, 1939), pp. 192-193, 236.
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publication in February 1909 after having been circulated among advocates
of Negro rights for signatures.^6 in August 1914, the call was published
with slight variation in phraseology and the number of signers in a Crisis
article by Mary White Ovington, another neo-abolitional acquaintance of
Miss Addams who also became a leading NAACP member. The same year.
Miss Ovington's article was reprinted under the same title as an NAACP
pamphlet.In fact, several modern scholars have reprinted versions of
the cal 1.38
But in terms of the tonal and the structural similarities of the
call to Miss Addams's 1913 Survey article, both works portrayed Abraham
Lincoln as- a great moral leader for having issued the Emancipation
Proclamation; and both works suggested that the document's issuance
was based solely on a humanitarian concern over the existence of Negro
slavery. Both works also implied Lincoln had intended the proclamation
to be the beginning of full citizenship and equal treatment for blacks
in this country and both works invoked slightly similar rethoric in a
couple of instances.
36see, e.g.. Wells. Crusade, p. 321.
37Mary White Ovington, "How the National Association for the
Advancement of Colored People Began," Crisis, August 1914, pp. 184-86;
Id., reminiscences, Baltimore Afro-American, 26 November and 10 December
1932; Id., The Walls Came Tumbling Down (New York, 1947), pp. 126, 282;
and Id., How the National Association for the Advancement of Colored
People Began (New York, n.d.), no pp.
38see, e.g., Warren D. St. James, The National Association for the
Advancement of Colored People: A Case Ttudy in Pressure Groups (New
York, 1958), app. C.; Charles Flint Kellogg, NAACP: A History of the
National Association for the Advancement of Colored People (Baltimore,
1967-), 1; app. A; and Minnie Finch. The NAACP; Its Fight for Justice
(Metuchen, New Jersey, 1981), App.
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Yet, neither document related that the Emancipation Proclamation
applied only to those Negro slaves in Confederate regions where it
could not be readily enforced nor that its issuance was primarily based
on military necessity. Of course, some allowance can and should be
made for the fact that the authors of both early twentieth century
documents were seeking primarily to stir the conscience of our nation
to a wider opposition of the largely white American supremacy phenomenon
of neo-slavery. However, the record shows--among other things--that
approximately four months before the release of the Final Emancipation
Proclamation Lincoln had publicly announced in a letter to editor Horace
Greeley of the New York Tribune that the widespread clamor of the
abolitionists for a presidential policy of emancipation would not force
a humanitarian issuance of an emancipation proclamation. In fact, the
record shows—for example—that the Preliminary Emancipation Proclamation
declared that "the effort to colonize persons of African descent, with
their consent, upon this continent, or elsewhere, . . . , will be
continued."39
Thus, based on her 1 February 1913 Survey article, Jane Addams was
unaware of the true facts concerning the issuance and effect of the
Emancipation Proclamation and oblivious to Lincoln's colonization plans
39Abraham Lincoln to Horace Greeley, 22 August 1862, Roy P. Basler,
ed.. The Collected Works of Abraham Lincoln, 8 vols. (New Brunswick, New
Jersey, 1953), 5:388-89; Lincoln, Preliminary Emancipation Proclamation,
22 September 1862, Ibid., p. 434. (Italics mine.)
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for the Freedmen even though documentary materials were available;^^
even though her father (who, according to her, "had known [Lincoln] in
his comparative obscurity"^! would sometime reminisce about that now
larger-than-life president; and even though she was a personal acquain¬
tance of Hull House visitor and speaker "Lyman Trumbull, . . . the man
who had for days held in his keeping the Proclamation of Emancipation
until his friend President Lincoln was ready to issue it."^2 indeed.
Miss Addams was apparently unlearned about these matters even though
she had, and would, mention Lincoln in many of her published writings
other than her 1 February 1913 Survey article;^^ and even though she,
as scholar Allen Davis noted, successfully fused "herself to the Lincoln
ideal" and became viewed by many as "the female counterpart of Lincoln."^^
Nevertheless, it is interesting to note that there is an enormous
difference between the philosophic foundations of Jane Addams's
^^See, e.g.. Letters and Addresses of Abraham Lincoln, Unit Books,
No. 2 (New York, 1903); and John G. Nicolay and John Hay eds.. Complete
Works of Abraham Lincoln, new and enl. ed., 12 vols. (New York, 1905).
For the record, G. S. Boritt, "The Voyage to the Colony of Linconia:
The Sixteenth President, Black Colonization, and the Defense Mechanism
of Avoidance," Historian 37 (August 1975); 619-32 has proffered a
brilliant analysis of the depth of Lincoln's seriousness in terms of
colonization plans for nonslave black Americans.
*^1Addams, Twenty Years, p. 34.
42ibid.. pp. 23, 31, 32.
43see, e.g.. Ibid., chap. 2, "The Influence of Lincoln"; Id., Second
Twenty Years, p. 165; Id., My Friend, Julia Lathrop, pp. 24, 26-27; Id.,
Democracy and Social Ethics (New York. l^C^). pp. 53. 261: Id., The Spirit
of Youth and the City Streets (New York, 1909), p. 11; and Id., Peace and
Bread in Time of War (New York. 1922), p. 44.
^^Davis, American Heroine, p. 164
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1 February 1913 Survey article and her November 1912 Crisis article.
The Survey article rhetorically viewed "old abolitionist arguments" as
not having been "flat and state." It also suggested in its rhetoric
that it was Machiavellian "to eliminate the conception of right and
wrong from political affairs and to substitute the base doctrine of
'political necessity and reasons of state.'" Her Crisis article, on
the other hand, had implied that such arguments were outmoded and should
be replaced with "our own moral ideas formed under the influence of new
knowledge." This interpretation allowed her to rationalize her way out
of what was, for all practical purposes, the acceptance of a lily-white
Progressive Party in the South. It also allowed her to insinuate that
it was all right to sacrifice the rights of a few black Americans for
the good of most Afro-Americans.^^ jhus the stringent reactions of
some of Jane Addams's neo-abolitional acquaintances to the essentially
pro-neoslavery tone of her November 1912 Crisis article'^^ (an article
which sought to explain why she had stayed at the 1912 Progressive Party
convention despite its barring of southern black delegates) might have
helped to reawaken her generally strong commitment to the neo-abolition
movement. It may also have helped to produce the high moral tone of
her 1 February 1913 Survey article. In any event, the late scholar
John C. Farrell wrote concerning the publication of Miss Addams's
^^Addams, "National Indifference," p. 566; Id., "Progressive
Party," p. 31.
^®See, e.g., Jenkin Lloyd Jones to Jane Addams, 10 October 1912,
quoted in Davis, American Heroine, pp. 194-95.
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November 1912 Crisis article: "Since Jane Addams had helped found the
National Association for the Advancement of Colored People, W. E. B.
DuBois, editor of the association's magazine, asked her to justify her
endorsement and support of a lily-white party, lily-white in the South,
at least.
Jane Addams's 1 February 1913 Survey article was but one of several
anti-neoslavery articles by various neo-abolitionists which formed "the
emancipation series" in the 1 February 1913 issue of the Survey. This
"series" was in commemoration of the fifieth anniversary of the issuance
of the Emancipation Proclamation.48 jo quote Survey editor Paul U.
Kelloggs, a neo-abolitional acquaintance of association editor Jane
Addams:49 "The emancipation series gathered by Miss Addams needs no
foreword other than her challenge to a living faith in political
democracy."50
Excerpts from Miss Addams's "challenge" to her fellow white
Americans not only appeared in the March 1913 issue of the Crisis;
reprints of Jane Addams's 1 February 1913 Survey article were offered
by the NAACP. This same Survey article, what is more, would be listed
in a 1928 bibliography on black people in Africa and America by Monroe
47Farrell, Beloved Lady, p. 130, n. 18.
48paul U. Kellogg, "The Realities of Work," Survey, 1 February
1913, p. 562.
49see, e.g.. Ibid.; and Aptheker, Correspondence, 1:186.
50Ke11ogg, "Realities of Work," Survey, p. 562.
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W. Work^l who was the Director of Records and Research at Tuskegee
Normal and Industrial Institute in Tuskegee, Alabama, and the initial
editor of The Negro Year Book.52
In the November 1882 Forum article which (along with her October
1892 Forum article53) helped to establish her reputation as both a leading
spokesman in the newly initiated American settlement house movement and
as an important writer,Jane Addams protested white American neo¬
slavery as manifested by a still fairly common white American anti-
Negro attitude. She declared: "We conscientiously followed the gift
of the ballot hard upon the gift of freedom to the Negro, but we are
unmoved by the fact that he lives among us in a practical social
ostracism." The late scholar John Farrell no doubt had Miss Addams's
November 1892 Forum article in mind when he noted of that Hull House
co-founder: "She was publicly concerned about the Negroes' plight
as early as 1892."55 in any event, the November 1892 Forum article
of Jane Addams was essentially a printed version of an address that
51"Emancipation," Crisis, March 1913, p. 229; NAACP, Report of the
National Association for the Advancement of Colored People for the Years
1917 and 1918: Eighth and Ninth Annual Reports, A Summary of Work and
an Accounting (New York, 1919), p. 93; Monroe N. Work, comp., A Biblio¬
graphy of the Negro in Africa and America (New York, 1928), p. 593.
52see, e.g.. Ibid., Title Page; and issues of The Negro Year Book
ed. by Monroe N. Work.
53jane Addams, "Hull House, Chicago: An Effort toward Social
Democracy," Forum, October 1892, pp. 226-41.
S^Davis, American Heroine, p. 93.
55jane Addams, "A New Impulse to an Old Gospel," Forum, November 1892,
p. 346; Farrell, Beloved Lady, p. 22.
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Miss Addams had delivered at the 1892 session of the School of Applied
Ethics in Plymouth, Massachusetts, and which later appeared in Philan¬
thropy and Social Progress: Seven Essays by Jane Addams and others.
Jane Addams's 1892 address apparently contained the same neo-abolitional
protest. In Mr. Farrell's worlds: "She frequently reworked similar
material for various occasions, and there is a good deal of repetition
in the things she published."56
In her widely read and highly acclaimed Newer Ideals of Peace,
Jane Addams protested white American neo-slavery as manifested by the
white Chicagoan's "race animosity" toward "imported negro strike¬
breakers." Upon doing so, she asserted:
Chicago is preeminently a city of mixed nationalities. It
is our problem to learn to live together in forbearance and
understanding and to fuse all the nations of men into the
newest and, perhaps, the highest type of citizenship. To
accept this responsibility may constitute our finest contri¬
bution to the problems of American life, but we may also
wantonly and easily throw away such an opportunity by the
stirring up of race and national animosity which is so easily
aroused and so reluctantly subsides.57
In A New Conscience and an Ancient Evil--a widely discussed work
which focused upon so-called "white slavery" (white female prostitution)
—Jane Addams protested white American neo-slavery as manifested by some
of the conditions which consistently induced some black American females
to become prostitutes. Unquestionably, the first pages in this regard
continued the now flawed historical notion in her January 1911 Crisis
article concerning a complete destruction of black American family life
56Addams et al.. Philanthropy, pp. 1-26; Farrell, Beloved Lady, p. 221.
57jane Addams, Newer Ideals of Peace (New York, 1907), p. 141
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habits and a corresponding lack of any "restraints" among Afro-
Americans.58 So too did other works of Miss Addams, such as her
1 September 1930 Survey article which was listed in a 1931 bibliography
on American Negro education by the United States, Department of the
Interior, Office of Education.59 But Jane Addams also lectured the
white American as follows in her 1912 book:
. . . the colored girl, who because of her traditions, is
often treated with so little respect by white men, . . .
is constantly subjected to insult. Even the colored
servants in the New York apartment houses, who live at
home and thus avoid the loneliness, because their hours
extend until nine in the evening, are obliged to seek
their pleasures late into the night. American cities offer
occupation to more colored women than colored men and this
surplus of women, affords an opportunity to procurer which
he quickly seizes. He is often in league with certain
employment bureaus, who make a business of advancing the
railroad or boat fare to colored girls coming from the
South to enter into domestic service. The girl, in debt
and unused to the city, is often put into a questionable
house and kept there until her debt is paid many times
over.50
Miss Addams continued:
In some respects her position is not unlike that of the
imported white slave [white female prostitute], for
although she has the inestimable advantage of speaking
the language, she finds it even more difficult to have
her story credited. This contemptuous attitude places
her at a disadvantage, for so universally are colored
girls in domestic services suspected of blackmail that
58id.. New Conscience, pp. 118-19; Id., "Social Control," p. 22.
59id., "Education by the Current Event," p. 464; U.S. Department
of the Interior, Office of Education, Bibliography on Education of the
Negro: Comprising Publications from January 1928 to December 1930,
comp. Ambrose Caliver et al., Bulletin, 1931, No. l7 (Washington, O.C.,
1931), p. 24.
50Addams, New Conscience, p. 169.
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the average court is slow to credit their testimony when
it is given against white men. The field of employment
for colored girls is extremely limited. They are seldom
found in factories and workshops. They are not wanted
in department stores nor even as waitresses in hotels.
The majority of them therefore are engaged in domestic
service and often find the position of maid in a house
of prostitution or of chambermaid in a disreputable
hotel, the best-paying position open to them.
In Peace and Bread in Time of War Jane Addams protested white
American neo-slavery as manifested by the consistent white supremacist
race relation policy of the white American toward black United States
citizens. She recollected that "a colored woman from the United
States, ..." had delivered an address "on behalf of . . . [Afro-
American] people who were not nominally a minority, although they often
suffered as such."62 jhe address was delivered at the Third Inter¬
national Congress of Women held July 1921 in Vienna, Austria. The
deliverer may have been National Association of Colored Women (NACW)
member Mary Church Terrell, a personal friend and neo-abolitional
associate of Jane Addams.63
In the 1 September 1930 Survey article of Miss Addams, Jane Addams
protested several manifestations of white Americans neo-slavery. She
protested the racial segregation of the Afro-American. She also protested.
6lAddams, New Conscience, pp. 169-70.
62id., Peace, p. 228.
63see, e.g.. Ibid., p. 223; Mary Church Terrell to Jane Addams, 18
March 1921, Mary Church Terrell Papers, Manuscript Division, Library of
Congress, Washington, D.C., which was published in Id., A Colored Woman
in a White World (Washington, D.C., 1940), pp. 361-63. Also see, e.g.,
Addams to Terrel 1, 29 March 1921, Ibid., pp. 363-64; and Ibid. pp. 153,
154, 330-34, 353.
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for example, the general lack of "recognition" accorded to black American
culture and to black Americans as human beings by the white American,
She concluded her protest as follows:
Because we are no longer stirred as the abolitionists
were, to remove fetters, to prevent cruelty, to lead the
humblest to the banquet of civilization, we have allowed
ourselves to become indifferent to the gravest situation
in our American life. They grappled with an evil which had
been entrenched since the beginning of recorded history
and it seems at moments that we are not even preserving
what was so hardly won. Continually to suspect, suppress,
or fear any large group in a community, must finally
result in a loss of enthusiasm for that type of government
which gives free play to the self-determination of a
majority of its citizens. It means an enormous loss of
capacity to the nation when great ranges of human life
are hedged about with antagonism. We forget that whatever
is spontaneous in a people, in an individual, a class, or
a nation, is always a source of lifSi a wellspring of
refreshment to a jaded civilization.^^
In her somewhat autobiographical My Friend, Julia Lathrop,^^ Jane
Addams protested white American neo-slavery as manifested by a racially
motivated act of the white southerner. In outlining the pro-Prohibition
Amendment views of her friend Julia Lathrop, a one-time Hull House
resident and a fellow neo-abolitionist,®^ Miss Addams asserted: "She
disliked as much as I did a certain self-righteousness in the good
citizen when he voted for laws which he himself had no intention of
®^Id., "Education by the Current Event," pp. 464, 496.
®®Ibid., p. 496.
®®See, e.g.. Id., My Friend, Julia Lathrop, Preface.
®^See, e.g.. Id., "Julia Lathrop's Services to the State of
Illinois," Social Service Review 9 (June 1932): 198; and Id., My Friend,
Julia Lathrop, pp. 130, 157, 217. Ibid., p. 130 was reprinted from
Julia Lathrop, "Florence Kel ley—185^-1532," Survey, 15 March 1932,
p. 677.
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obeying, as the southern man voted for the Eighteenth Amendment because
he wanted to keep the drink away from the Negro."68
Unlike some neo-abolitional contemporaries of Jane Addams (such
as the late and "younger generation" Roy Wilkins who touched some of
her American Negro betterment efforts69). Miss Addams did not live to
witness the neo-abolition movement of the mid 1950s through the
1960s. However, many writers have noted the general resistance of
whites to the upsurge of interest in the history and culture of black
Americans which evolved out of the "creative disorder" phase of the
ongoing anti-neoslavery crusade.
Thus, within the context of the apparent racially motivated
ignorance of most white Ainericans as to more truthful portrayals of
the slavery and neo-slavery experiences of the black American, Jane
Addams was a rarity. This is to say that analyses of her neo-abolitional
publications in this chapter indicate that she, to have been a white
American, possessed a considerable--albeit sometimes flawed--knowledge
and appreciation of the Afro-American past and of black American culture.
To have been an American white, she also possessed a most unusual sense
of moral indignation in regard to white American neo-slavery. The anti-
neoslavery publications of Jane Addams, rnorever, might comprise the best
68Addams, My Friend, Julia Lathrop, p. 217.
^^[Roy Wilkins], "Jane Addams," Crisis, July 1935, p. 209; Id.
with Tom Mathews, Standing Fast: The Autobiography of Roy Wilkins
(New York, 1982), p. 36.
^^See, e.g., Paul Lindsey and Ouida Lindsey, Breaking the Bonds





evidence for Miss Addams's neo-abolitionism,71
of these writings have constituted the featured
neo-abolitionism in the present thesis.72
In any
evidence
71other categories have been enumerated in the Appendix.
72For additional evidence, see, e.g., the Appendix.
CHAPTER III
ANALYSIS OF JANE ADDAMS'S NEO-ABOLITIONISM
Many of you must remember the celebration of Mrs. Avery's
eightieth birthday with a dinner table garlanded with eighty
roses and seating eighty guests. Someone asked the birthday
child how she had kept so young and she promptly replied it was
because she had always adopted unpopular causes, first the
abolition of slavery when she lived in the South.
Jane Addams, 1932^
It has been written:
And there are also many other things which Jesus did; the
which, if they should be written every one, I suppose that even
the world i.^self could not contain the books that should be
written. A-men.2
No one can rightly overlook the uncommon reality that Laura Jane Addams
—an "American Herione" who had her apparent faults, as well as her
virtues^—was initially viewed and treated as a pious "saint" by the
overwhelming majority of her contemporaries. In fact, Allen Davis
reported that many came to believe "that she had been, like Christ,
Ijane Addams, The Excellence Becomes the Permanent (New York, 1932),
pp. 115-16.
2john 21:25.
^Indeed, as Davis, American Heroine, p. 91 noted of Jane Addams:
"She was a complex person who held herself aloof from most
people, who preferred to called Miss Addams, rather than
Jane, who enjoyed and depended on the fantastic praise that
was showered upon her. But underneath the calm exterior
she was not a saint, but a human being filled with doubts
and insecurities related to the tension and conflict within
her family, and the long hard struggle to break away from
the family claim and to create a new role for herself."
-30-
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sent by God to do her work on earth.Yet it cannot be truthfully
asserted that the sum story of her neo-abolitionism not featured in
this study,5 would take anywhere near the awesome total which the
fouth Gospel has projected for the uncovered portion of the life of
Christ.
Nevertheless, the evidence of Jane Addams's neo-abolitionism
presented in chapter two and in the Appendix decisively confirm the
thesis that Miss Addans--in addition to having been, for example, a
settlement house worker; a municipal reformer; a trade-union supporter;
a woman's suffragist; a child's right advocate; an anti-imperialist;
and a peace crusader--was a neo-abolitionist. The same evidence
suggests that the majority of writings consulted by the present writer
that were either on Jane Addams's life and work or which centered upon
black American history in the late nineteenth and early twentieth
centuries could have benefitted from some discussions of Miss Addams's
anti-neoslavery efforts. It also suggests that the majority of works
which touched upon Jane Addams's neo-abolitionism in passing came nowhere
near a representative sampling of Miss Addams's generally sincere and
consistent opposition to neo-slavery.® In fact, the evidence is
^Davis, American Heroine, p. 284.
®See, e.g., the Appendix.
^Notable exceptions are Aptheker, Lynching, Introduction; Davis
American Heroine, pp. 42, 82, 129-30, 186, 194, 228; Id. and Mary Lynn
McCree, eds.. Eighty Years at Hull-House (Chicago, 1969), pp. 122, 154;
and Steven J. Diner, "Chicago Social Workers and Blacks in the Progres¬
sive Era," Social Service Review 44 (December 1970): 398-400.
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abundantly clear that scholar Daniel Levine was mistaken when he main¬
tained that prior to Miss Addams's protest of the barring of southern
black delegates at the 1912 Progressive Party convention held 5-7
August at Chicago "Jane Addams had not concentrated either in word or
deed on racial equality."^ From the perspective of "The Abolitionist
Legacy," the evidence is equally clear that it was appropriate for
black Americans to have attended Miss Addams's funeral service held
22 May 1935 at the Hull House courtyard.^
As with other portions of her lifework, Jane Addams received
financial renumeration for some of her anti-neoslavery efforts. She,
for instance, received a then quite substantial royalty for Newer Ideals
of Peace9--a publication which in outlining her ideas on moral sub¬
stitutes for war protested in passing a manifestation of white American
neo-slavery.10 However, it is fairly obvious that Jane Addams's neo-
abolitional activity—like her other human rights concerns—did not
rest, in the main, on a desire for personal financial gain. Thus it
may be appropriate to give some attention to the question of what the
psychological and the social motivations of the progressive's neo¬
abolitionism were.
^Levine, Jane Addams, p. 193.
^Obituary of Jane Addams, News-Week, 1 June 1935.
9a1 len F. Davis, ed.. The Spirit of Youth and the City Streets
by Jane Addams (reprint of the 1909 ed., Urbana, 1972 ), pp. xxiii-xxiv.
l^Addams, Newer Ideals of Peace, p. 141.
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Having in mind, perhaps, mainly psychological oriented biographies
(such as the one on Woodrow Wilson by Sigmund Freud and William C.
Bullittll) one historical method guide admonished: "Attribution of
motives is seen to be a hazardous business. Our confidence in the
result is weak." Yet that same guide had beforehand maintained: "Since
history so often deals with an individual's actions, sometimes it is
relevant to probe his motives."12
Therefore, with these similar pronouncements in mind it will be
hereby submitted that a childhood psycho-social motivation of Jane
Addams's neo-abolitionism may have been a profound--if not a compulsive
—desire to walk in the anti-neoslavery footsteps of her father who,
in Miss Addams's estimation, "was so distinctly the dominant influence"
in her preadult years;!^ and whose "views of human nature," according
to scholar Merle Curti, "Reflected his abolitionism, his great admiration
of Lincoln and his commitment to Hicksite Quakerism"--not to mention:
"His complete lack of racial prejudice and his firm conviction that
the similarities of men far outweigh the differences." In the words of
scholar Daniel Levine: "She wanted to enfold . . ., Negroes, ... to
full participation in American life not only because as a matter of
right they deserved it, but because all of society would be redeemed
l^Sigmund Freud and William C. Bullitt, Thomas Woodrow Wilson,
Twenty-Eighth President of the United States: A Psychological Study
(Boston, 1966; Cambridge, Massachusetts, 1966).
l^Robert Jones Shafer et al., eds., A Guide to Historical Method,
rev. ed. (Homewood, Illinois, 1974), p. STI
l^Addams, Twenty Years, p. 1..
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by their inclusion. . . . Negroes brought cultural richness."!^
Mr. Levine was somewhat perceptive. However, in her adult years,
another psycho-social motivation of Miss Addams's neo-abolitionism may
have been Jane Addams's intellectual understanding of the undemocratic
fact that the majority of black Americans--despite the abolition move¬
ment and the waging of the Civil War and despite the issuance of the
Emancipation Proclamation and the adoption of the generally unenforced
"Reconstruction Amendments"—existed in a state of what she called
"pseudo freedom"15 primarily because of the largely white American
supremacy phenomenon of neo-slavery.
A related psycho-social motivation in this period may have been a
deeply felt sense of guilt and embrassment over the neo-slavery induced
and maintained by the white American which reinforced her decision to
become a neo-abolitionist.
An additional psycho-social motivation in her adult years may have
been a thereby constant desire to help make real the most humane fruit
to have sprung from the, perhaps, largely American Negro slavery caused
Civil War—namely, the constitutional rights of the Freedmen and their
descendants.
l^Merle Curti, "Jane Addams on Human Nature," Journal of the
History of Ideas 22 (April-June 1961):243; Levine, Jane Addams, p. 179.
l^Addams, Second Twenty Years, p. 257. Despite the suggestion in
Ibid., it was the Thirteenth Amendment--rather than the Fourteenth
Amendment--that "legally freed" American Negro slaves.
l^Especially see, e.g.. Id., "Education by the Current Event,"
p. 496; Id., "National Indifference," pp. 565-66; and Id., "New
Impulse," p. 346. Also see the same sources for documention of the
two subsequent paragraphs above.
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other significant psycho-social motivations in Jane Addams's adult
years may have been Miss Addams's firm religious faith as a young
woman;17 a desire to help restore some of the loss of status and
prestige which former abolitional families, such as her own, had
suffered from as an antislavery (and, in some cases, an anti-neoslavery)
class in the years subsequent to the waning of northern white American
enthusiasm for Congressional Reconstruction;!^ her deep admiration of
such antislavery figures as Harriet Beecher Stowe, John Brown, and
Abraham Lincoln;!^ and her personal ego—a deep-seated need to be loved
and praised.20
Indeed, coupled with the probably correct speculation of scholar
Jill Conway that "Jane Addams had been trained to see herself as an
heir to the abolitionist tradition of moral fervor," it may have been
natural—if not inevitable--that a champion of a number of unpopular
causes and groups like Miss Addams would also elect to engage in neo-
l^According to Davis, ^erican Heroine, p. 74: "Time erroded the
religious atmosphere at Hull House and altered Jane Addams's personal
faith until she became an agnostic, but the early years at Hull House
were dominated by the conviction that she was engaged in furthering
Christ's mission on the earth."
l®See, e.g., the works cited in n. 16 immediately above; and
studies, such as Stanley P. Hirshon, Farewell to the Bloody Shirt:
Northern Republicans and the Southern Negro, 1877-1893 (Bloomington,
1962); and McPherson, Abolitionist Legacy.
l^See, e.g., Davis, American Heroine, p. 195; Jane Addams to Mary
Rozet Smith, August 1904, quoted in Anne Firor Scott, ed.. Democracy
and Social Ethics by Jane Addams, The John Harvard Library (Cambridge,
Massachusetts, 1964), p. xxix; and the works cited in chap. 2, nn. 27,
43 above.
20see, e.g., n. 3 immediately above.
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abolitional activity during a portion of what historian Rayford W. Logan
has termed "The Nadir" of black American history.21
At any rate, Jane Addams alluded to anti slavery people, the
abolition movement, and abolitional literature in her correspondence,
addresses, and published writings.22 she was also apparently concerned
about the servile conditions of Afro-Americans even as a child during
the Civil War.
It would, of course, be prudent to bear in mind that she was less
than accurate in writing of her childhood and young adult years in
Twenty Years of Hull-House.23 a 1910 autobiography which, in the words
of Allen Davis, "was quickly compared to the autobiographies of Hellen
Keller, Clara Barton, and Booker T. Washington," who also struggled
against handicaps to become successful and then, in the best American
tradition, went on to help others."24 it is also interesting that James
21jill Conway, "Women Reformers and American Culture," Journal
of Social History 5 (Winter 1971-72): 170; Rayford W. Logan, The Negro
in American Life and Thought: The Nadir, 1877-1901 (New York, 1954).
22see, e.g., most of the works either cited or alluded to in
nn. 1, 19 immediately above. Also see, e.g., Addams, Twenty Years,
pp. 21-22, 139-40; Id., New Conscience, chap. 1, "An Analogy'; Id.,
"Progressive Party," pp. 30-31; Id., Peace, pp. 1, 106, 225; Id.,
"Education by the Current Event," p. 496; Id., Second Twenty Years,
pp. 5, 204, 258; Id.. Excellence Becomes the Permanent, pp. 43. 104;
Id., My Friend, Julia Lathrop, pp. 25-27; and Id., address National
Conference of Social Work, Proceedings of the National Conference of
Social Work at the Fifty-Third Annual Session Held in Cleveland. Ohio,
May 26 - June 2, 1926 (Chicago. 1926). p. 110.
23Lasch, Social Thought, pp. 7-28; Davis, /toerican Heroine,
chap. 9, "Twenty Years at Hull House."
24ibid.. p. 171.
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Linn who was personally acquainted with Jane Addams for "almost sixty
years" and who had access to all of "her own manuscripts, published
and unpublished; all letters, records, and clippings which she had
preserved, from her first valentine to her last round-the-world speech
in Washington" could report of his famous aunt's childhood home at
Cedarville, Illinois, only that "according to Cedarville legend, it
was for several years a station on the Negro 'underground railroad' to
Canada."25 However, Miss Addams recollected in her 1935 biography of
Julia Lathrop as follows:
I must have been less than four years old when I saw a
slave, but I have never forgotten the black man sitting
in quiet conversation with my father as I entered a room
one sunny morning. He was being helped to Canada where
he would become free, and how valiantly I prayed that he
would have a safe journey. I was of course told not to
talk about him, and although I would sometimes whisper
an inquiry into my father's ear he never could tell me
the outcome of the slave's desperate effort for freedom.26
Even should future research establish that Miss Addams never met
a runaway slave during the Civil War, her neo-abolitionism would still
be related to her other such human!tarianism as the promotion of woman's
suffrage, municipal reform, child labor legislation and international
peace. It would be related in that it, like those efforts, was an
actualization of an enlighten social philosophy. According to her, this
philosophy consisted partly "of a conviction . . . that the things that
make men alike are finer and better than the things that keep them apart.
25Li nn, Jane Addams, pp. vii, 16.
26Addams, My Friend, Julia Lathrop, p. 26.
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and that these basic likenesses, if they are properly accentuated
easily transcend the less essential differences of race, language,
creed and tradition." As she lectured readers of her February 1899
Atlantic Monthly article, "we forget that the accumulation of knowledge
and the holding of convictions must finally result in the application
of that knowledge and those convictions to life itself."27
Scholar Steven Diner, therefore, was essentially correct when he
declared of Jane Addams; "Her thinking on Negroes mirrored her social
philosophy: belief in democracy, love of humanity, [and] respect for
the indigenous culture of all people." Mr. Diner continued: "She
acquired keen insight into ethnic differences through her work of Hull-
House. Miss Addams recognized racial friction as a problem faced by
many ethnic groups, Negroes included."28
Negroes have been traditionally classified as a racial rather
than an "ethnic" group. But scholar Daniel Levine had previously
suggested: "Miss Addams was well ahead of most whites and even of
many Negroes in her views on race relations."29
Although Mr. Levine was not far from the truth in his analysis of
Jane Addams's racial attitudes toward black United States citizens, one
should not take his statement to mean that Miss Addams was absolutely
27id., "Jane Addams's Own Story of Her Work: Fifteen Years at
Hull-House," Ladies Home Journal, March 1906, p. 13; Id., "The Subtle
Problems of Charity," Atlantic~Monthly, February 1899, p. 178.
28Diner, "Chicago Social Workers," p. 398.
29Lev ine, Jane Addams, p. 193.
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free of personal and institutional expressions of neo-slavery.30 On
the contrary, one can go beyond information previously related in the
present study to demonstrate that she was not totally immune to the
extremely virulent pro-neoslavery thought of her more openly racist era.
For example, in an 1886 letter to her sister Alice Addams
Haldeman, Jane Addams was apparently oblivious to the likelihood of how
neo-slavery effectively discouraged any career expectation on the part
of the black American girls that Miss Addams--as a young woman—had
encountered at the John Hopkins Colored Orphan Asylum in Baltimore other
than that of wanting ’"to be good servants.'"31
In the November 1912 Crisis article of Jane Addams, Miss Addams
tried to explain why she had elected to undermine her credibility as
a neo-abolitionist by her decision to stay at the 1912 Progressive Party
convention after its barring of southern black delegates.32 But the
article failed to mention all of the southern black delegations that
were barred.33 Curiously enough, the article failed to mention the
party's rejection of W. E. B. DuBois's anti-neoslavery plank that
Miss Addams and neo-abolition movement sympathizers tried to have
30consider, e.g., the generally minor pro-neoslavery portions of
most of Janes Addams's neo-abolitional publications cited in chap. 2
above.
31see, e.g,, Jane Addams to Alice Addams Halderman, 28 December
1886, quoted in Farrell, Beloved Lady, p. 42. Good servants was under¬
lined in the quotation of the same letter in Levine, Jane Addams, p. 29.
32Addams, "Progressive Party," pp. 30-31.
33see, e.g.. New York Times, 3-6 August 1912.
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included in the party platform.34 jhe article also failed to indicate
that the "Bull Moose" himself--Theodore Roosevelt, the 1912 Progressive
Party presidential candidate—helped to dissuade her from joining the
group of neo-abolition-minded delegates who bolted his convention after
he first encouraged and then rubber-stamped the "southern strategy"
ruling of his credentials committee to bar all of the black delegations
from the South.35 jhe article, moreover, neither indicated that Jane
Addams seconded the nomination of Mr. Roosevelt;35 nor did it hint at
the barrage of opposition which her capitulation to the neo-slavery of
the Progressive Party had elicited from other apparent neo-abolition-
ists.37 On the contrary, the article down played the fact that
34see, e.g., W. E. B. DuBois, The Autobiography of W. E. B. DuBois:
A Solilioquy on Viewing My Life from the last Decade of Its First Century
Ced. Herbert Apthekerj ([New York,] 1968), p. 263; id.. Dusk of Dawn?
An Essay toward an Autobiography of a Race Concept (New York, 1940),
p. 234; Id., A Pageant in Seven Decades, 1868-1938 (N.p., n.d.), p. 30
which was reprinted in Phillip S. Foner, ed., W. E. B. DuBois Speaks:
Speeches and Addresses, 2 vols. (New York, 1970), 1:55; and W. E. B.
DuBois, March 1953 United Asia (Bombay, India) article, reprinted in
Herbert Aptheker, ed.. Writings by W. E. B. DuBois in Periodicals Edited
by Others. 4 vols. (New York, 1982), 4:190.
35^icago Defender. 17 August 1912; Theodore Roosevelt to Raymond
Robins, 12 August 1914, Elting E. Morison, ed.. The Letters of Theodore
Roosevelt, 1868-1916, 8 vols. (Cambridge, 1951-54):7:801.
35u. S. House, Representative A. W. Lafferty reading speech of
Jane Addams in seconding the 1912 Progressive Party presidential
nomination of Theodore Roosevelt, 62nd Cong., 2nd sess., 12 August 1912,
Congressional Record, App. to 48:564-65.
37see, e.g., "One of them" to Jane Addams, 8 August 1912, quoted
in Davis, American Heroine, p. 195; Jones to Addams, 10 October 1912,
quoted in Ibid., pp. 194-95; Chicago Defender, 17 August 1912; "Comment
on the Evening Post," Crisis, September 1912, p, 226; and Sophonisba
Breckinridge, 15 July 1935 Unity article, quoted in Lasch, Jane Addams,
p. 162.
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Miss Addams elected to stay at the "Bull Moose" convention primarily
to continue her lobby in behalf of a host of planks which embodied her
other reform interests; which were eventually included in the Progressive
Party's platform; and which collectively outweighed her "neo-abolitional
conscience.The article may even have distorted Jane Addams's true
feelings about the barring of the southern black delegates. For
example, in a 14 August 191ii letter to Lillian Wald- a fellow settlement
house worker and neo-abolitionist-^^ Miss Addams announced of the 1912
Progressive Party convention that "the 'Negro situation was really much
better than the newspaper make out. ... On the whole I am sure we are
making for social righteousness and I haven't a shadow of regret.
Furthermore, according to a December 1912 Crisis article by W. E. B.
DuBois who was personal friend and neo-abolitional associate of
Miss Addams:^^ "Jane Addams was asked to write on the Progressive Party
for McClure's Magazine. Her defense of Negro rights was, with her con¬
sent [italics mine], left out, and appeared in The Crisis last month."42
3®See, e.g., the work cited in n. 36 immediately above and the
works cited inn. 43 immediately below.
^^See, e.g., "Lincoln Emancipation Conference," p. 231.
40jane Addams to Lillian Wald, 14 August 1914 [misdated], quoted
in Farrell, Beloved Lady, p. 130.
41see, e.g., Addams, "Address," no p.; Id., Twenty Years, pp. 255-
56; and the works cited in n. 34 immediately above.
42[w. E. B. DuBois,] "The Truth," Crisis, December 1912, p. 76.
Ibid, was reprinted in Id., ed.. An ABC of Color, with an Introduction
by John Oliver Kiliens (New York, 1969), p. 51. For Miss Addams's
McClure's Magazine article, see Jane Addams, "My Experiences as a
Progressive Delegate," McClure's Magazine, November 1912, pp. 12-14.
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Equally significant. Miss Addams failed to broach the pro-neoslavery
actions of Theodore Roosevelt's "Bull Moose" convention in several
other pertinent postconvention publications by her.'^^
On the other hand, Jane Addams was opposed to the racial stereo¬
types of American blacks in the play The Clansman and the film The
Clansman (later titled The Birth of the Nation) which were based on
a best-selling novel by southern white, pro-neoslavery writer Thomas
Dixon, Yet she was oblivious to the racial stereotypes of the
black American in such plays as Emperor Jones and Green Pastures.
In her December 1932 Opportunity article that was "from , . .
[an] address delivered ... on the occasion of the Negro Education
program which was broadcast in connection with American Education Week,
November 7-13" by the NBC radio network,Jane Addams failed to proffer
^^See, e.g.. Id., "Pragmatism in Politics," Survey, 5 October 1912,
pp. 11-12; Id., "The Progressive's Dilemma—the New Party," American
Magazine, November 1912, pp. 12-14; Id., "His Will to Righteousness,"
Survey, 18 January 1919, p. 523; and Id., Second Twenty Years, chap. 2,
■'Social Service and the Progressive Party.""
■^^See, e.g., J. Max Barber, "The Niagara Movement at Harpers
Ferry," Voice of the Negro, October 1906, pp. 407-8 which was reprinted
in Edyth L. Ross, comp.. Black Heritage in Social Welfare, 1860-1930
(Metuchen, New Jersey, 1978), p. 204; and Jane Addams, [interview
comments on The Birth of a Nation, New York Evening Post, 13 March 1915,]
quoted in "Tom Dixon's Clansman: A Contemptible Slander," Crisis, May
1915, p. 19.
^^See, e.g., Jane Addams, "The Education of Negroes," Opportunity,
December 1932, p. 371. For a critique of the racial sterotypes of
black Americans in the filmed version of Emperor Jones and Green
Pastures, see Donald Bogle, Toms, Coons, Mulattoes, Mammies, and Bucks:
An Interpretative History of Blacks in American Films (New York, 1^73).
^^Addams, "Education of Negroes," p. 370, editor's inset; Id.,
"Jane Addams," p. 98.
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the American Negro slavery related reasons of why the black American
generally was "nearer to cultural beginning" than the white United
States citizen.47
Moreover, the evidence most indicative of the fact that Jane Addams
was not absolutely free of personal and institutional expressions of
neo-slavery centers upon the Hull House in Miss Addams's lifetime and
its rather pro-neoslavery attitude toward nearby black Americans. Some
workers have implicitly suggested an unabridged neo-abolitional nature
of Hull House during Addams's tenure as its head resident worker.48
But to quote scholar Allan H. Spear concerning Chicago blacks: "No Jane
Addams or Graham Taylor sought to bring them within the reform coalition
that was attempting to change the life of the city." Later he wrote:
47Id., "Education of Negroes," p. 371. Miss Addams was aware of
the "de-Africanization" that occurred during our nation's slave era.
(See, e.g., the citations in chap. 2, n. 23 above.) However, for a
more inclusive accounting of the almost complete destruction of the
African cultural heritage of black Americans under the institution
of American Negro slavery, see E. Franklin Frazier, The Negro in the
United States, rev. ed. Also see, e.g., Melville J. Herskovits, Myth
of the Negro Past (New York, 1941) for evidence of African cultural
survivals among a small minority of the black American citizenry.
48see, e.g., "Jane Addams," Opportunity, June 1935, p. 166; "Jane
Addams Shunned Life of Ease," Literary Digest, 1 June 1935, p. 21; A. L.
Foster, essay, [Chicago Urban League,] Two Decades of Service, 1916-
1935 (Chicago, n.d.) no p.; Robert Morss Lovett, "Jane Addams Memorial
Fund," Survey, July 1935, p. 206; Karl Detzer, "What We Owe to Jane
Addams of Hul1 House," Reader's Digest, September 1959, p. 181; Victor
Weybright, "Memories," Saturday Review, 12 August 1961, p. 21; Irving
Billiard, "The Centennial Year of Two Great Illinoisans: Jane Addams
and William Jennings Bryan," Journal of the Illinois State Historical
Society 53 (Autumn 1960): 241; Id., "Civil Liberties of Negroes in
Illinois Since 1865," Ibid. 56 (Autumn 1963): 602; Cornelia Meigs,
Jane Addams: Pioneer for Social Justice (Boston, 1970), p. 234: and
Matthew G. Grant, Jane Addams: Helper of the Poor (Mankato, Minnesota,
1974), p. 30.
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"Mlss Addams and her Hull House associates, especially Sophonisba
Breckinridge and Edith Aboott, and Miss McDowell took an active interest
in the problems of Negro migrants in Chicago, but their settlements were
too far from the center of Negro population to have any real impact,"^9
Allen Davis and scholar Mary Linn McCree went much further and
apologetically admitted what scholar George E. Mowry later deemed to
have been "Jane Addams's retreat from an integrated Hull House."50
Davis and McCree asserted:
Hull-House was surrounded by a shifting ethnic mixture
of people, but there were never many Negro families in the
neighborhood. Those few blacks who did appear at a Hull-
House club or class were not always welcomed warmly, for
though Hull-House was not exactly segregated many of its
residents felt that the presence of Negroes might dis¬
courage other groups from coming. The settlement seemed
unwilling to come to grips with the "Negro problem" in
its own environs, yet Hull-House was willing to be con¬
cerned with the same "problem" elsewhere in the city.
A group of residents helped found the Wendell Phillips
Settlement in a black district on the West Side. Jane
Addams helped to raise money for that project as well
as for the Frederick Douglass Center, begun on the fringe
of the Negro ghetto on the South Side by Celia Parker
Wooley in 1905. The Juvenile Protective Association and
the Immigrant's Protective League also helped the black
population, especially the new migrants from the South
and those in trouble. Jane Addams served on the board
of the Chicago Urban League as well as on the board of
the National Assocation for the Advancement of Colored
People which she helped found. More than most of their
generation, Hull-House residents were troubled by the
unequal lot of the Negro, and certainly more than most,
they tried to do something about it. But because there
were so many other problems, and because of the racist
49a1 Ian H. Spear, Black Chicago: The Making of a Negro Ghetto,
1890-1920 (Chicago, 1967), pp. 7, 103.
50George E. Mowry, The Progressive Era, 1900-20: The Reform
Persuasion, AHA Pamphlets, No. 212 (Washington, D.C., 1971), p. 13.
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attitudes of their day, Hull-House residents, in the
period before World War I, devoted a rather small amount
of time to the situation of black people.
Unquestionably, it is to the credit of Hull House that in
Miss Addams's lifetime it saw the presence of at least two blacks as
employees ;52 that additional blacks occasionally came as speakers,
meal guests, and other kinds of visitors; and that its Men's Club
sometimes debated "the Negro Question" with other clubs.It, more¬
over, is notable that some of its residents accompanied Julius
Rosenwald, a Jewish philanthropist and Hull House trustee board member,
on his annual tours of southern Negro schools.It is also notable
that Hull House was mentioned in one of the papers presented at the
First Universal Races Congress,a multiracial gathering that
SlQavis and McCree, Eighty Years at Hull-House, pp. 121-22.
S^ECdith] A[bbott], "Grace Abbott and Hull House, 1908-21. Part I,"
24 Social Service Review (September 1950): 394; Nicholas Kelley, "Early
Days at Hull House," Ibid. 28 (December 1954): 426.
53see, e.g., Addams, Twenty Years, pp. 255-56; "The Negro Conven¬
tions," Outlook, 26 August 1899, p. 925; Chicago Broad Ax, 19 May 1906,
14 December 1907; Chicago Defender, 20 January 1912; "The Fourth Annual
Conference of the National Association for the Advancement of Colored
People," Crisis, June 1912, p. 80; NAACP, Sixteenth Annual Report of
the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People for the
Year 192S: A Summary of Work and an Accounting (New York, 1926), p. 37;
and Garrett Lena Lewis, "Hull-House: Its History and Mission," Voice of
Negro, January 1907, p. 40.
S^See, e.g., Addams, "Education of Negroes," p. 371: E[dith]
A[bbott], "Grace Abbott and Hull House, 1908-21, Part II," Social
Serivce Review 24 (December 1950):498-99; [Id. and Sophonisba Preston
Breckinridge^, "Julius Rosenwald, 1862-1932" Ibid. 6 (March 1932):149-50.
SSwargaret Noble [Sister Nivedita], paper. First Universal Races
Congress, Papers on Inter-Racial Problems Communicated to the First
Universal Races Congress Held at the University of London, July 26-29,
1911, ed. G. Spiller (London, 1911; Boston, 1911), p. 9l.
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proposed to "discuss, in light of science and the modern conscience,
the general relations subsisting between the peoples of the West and
those of the East, between so-called white and so-called coloured
people, with a view to encouraging between them a fuller understanding,
the most friendly feelings, and a heartier co-operation."56 in fact--
like Jane Addai:ns--many of the leading Hull House residents, former
residents, and close associates were either neo-abolitionists or
sympathetic to the neo-abolition movement.57
Yet, even after the transformation of the Hull House neighborhood
into the second largest black American one at Chicago due to the large-
scaled influx of southern rural Negroes into northern urban centers
during and after the first World War, Hull House- on the whole- continued
to overlook the conditions of nearby blacks until at least two years
after Miss Addams's death in 1935.58
On the positive side. Miss Addams did organize a Hull House club
for black mothers in 1927 of which a picture was annually included in
Hull House yearbooks along with a statement to the effect '"that Negroes
were taking part in the program.‘"59 she also mentioned a similar, if
56First Universal Races Congress, Papers, p. xiii.
57see, e.g., the citations in nn. 1, 49, 51, 54 immediately above.
Also see, e.g., those in chap. 1, n. 2 above and in chap. 2, n. 67
above.
58judith Ann Trolander, Settlement Houses and the Great Depression
(Detroit, 1975), pp. 139-40.
59Dewey Jones, Hull House, Report to the Executive Committee,
Division of Education and Recreation, 15 March 1939, Welfare Council
[of Metropolitan Chicago] Papers, "Minorities" fol., quoted in Ibid.,
p. 139.
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not the same, club in her 1930 autobiography. In fact, a black American
child joined immigrant children in singing carols at a December 1929
Hull House Christmas exercise.
But aside from symbolic overtures, black Chicagoans would not be
included in the uplift programs of the generally "Whites Only" Hull
House until after the arrival of Charlotte Carr, the Irish woman who
became the head resident during the late 1930s; and who was an
acquaintance of Anna Bontemps and Langston Hughes, two distinguished
black authors who subsequently touched upon Miss Addams's neo-aboli¬
tionism.61 For example, according to one magazine article on Miss Carr:
When she arrive at Hull House, Miss Carr found that there
wasn't a Negro in residence—in a heavily Negro neighbor¬
hood. She persuaded Dewey and Faith Jones, distinguished
Negro social workers, to move in and set up an education
programme. To stimulate the thinking of Negroes, Mexicans,
Italians, Poles, along neighborhood instead of national
and racial lines, she has begun opening community centres
in an ever-widening radius from Hull House.62
As to the club for black mothers which Miss Addams had organized at
60Addams, Second Twenty Years, p. 97; Oscar Ludmann to Jane Addams,
21 May 1930, Davis and HcCree, Eighty Years at Hull-House, p. 156.
61see, e.g., Trolander, Settlement Houses, p. 140; Arna Bontemps
to Langston Hughes, 12 August, 15 October 1942, Charles H. Nichols,
ed., Arna Bontemps-Langston Hughes Letters, 1925-1967 (New York, 1980),
pp. 105, 114; Arna Bontemps, 100 Years of Negro Freedom (New York, 1962),
p. 199; Langston Hughes, Fight for Freedom: The Story of the NAACP
(New York, 1962), p. 22 which was reprinted in Joanne Grant, ed., Black
Protest: History, Documents, and Analyses—1619 to the Present (New York,
1968), p. 211; and Langston Hughes, Milton Meltzer, and C. Eric Lincoln,
A Pictorial History of Black Americans, 4th ed., rev. (New York, 1973),
p. 260.
62Milton S. Mayer, "Charlotte Carr—Settlement Lady," Atlantic
Monthly, December 1938, p. 748.
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Hull House, scholar Judith Ann Trolander wrote:
. . . when Jones talked to one of the original founders
of this club, he learned that they were not invited to
participate in general activities for the community nor
did their names appear on any of the Hull-House mailing
lists. In actual fact, they were not getting anything
out of the Hull-House program.
Nevertheless, unlike some prominent individuals of her day, Jane
Addams did not compromise her neo-abolitionism to the extent that she
consistently condoned the largely white American supremacy phenomenon
of neo-slavery.64 Moreover, the bulk of Miss Addams's personal
expressions of neo-slavery can probably be explained in terms of
unconscious personality distortions on her part due to the persistent
manifestations of neo-slavery by others. But it may be going too far
to actually justify Miss Addams's relatively minor pro-neoslavery
thoughts and actions. As historian Donald V. Gawronski has observed:
"Mankind can learn to profit from his previous errors. . . . Perfecti¬
bility is to be sought not as an end to be achieved necessarily,
but as an ideal. This is the message of the great minds in human
history."65
63Trolander, Settlement Houses, p. 139.
64consider the persistent neo-abolitionism of Jane Addams vis-a-vis
the ephemeral neo-abolitionism of such contemporaneous public figures as
focused upon in the following works: Charles Crowe, "Tom Watson,
Populists, and Blacks Reconsidered," Journal of Negro History 55 (April
1970):99-116; and Bernard Mandel, "Samuel Gomphers and the Negro Workers,
1886-1914," Ibid. 40 (January 1955):34-60.
65oonald V. Gawronski, History: Meaning and Method, rev. ed.
(Glenview, Illinois, 1969), p. 28.
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When viewed within context of the scholarly controversy concerning
the American Negro and the Progressive movement,®^ Jane Addams's neo¬
abolitionism would seemingly dispute attempts to broaden to the entire
Progressive movement the thesis of historian Arthur S. Link that "pro¬
gressive democracy in the South, . . . was for the white man" only.®^
This is because from the standpoint of her "Age of Reform" anti-neoslavery
efforts Jane Addams, a northerner reformer, was a "neo-abolitional
progressive". Accordingly, her neo-abolitionism seemingly supports
scholarly views that the northern branch of the Progressive movement
partly responded to the neo-slavery which confronted the black United
States citizen.In fact, her neo-abolitionism may also seem to
simultaneously support the latent implications in some of her published
writings that the central theme in southern history that makes the
South "The South" is the the presence of a comparatively large number
of American blacks and the resultant preoccupation of southern whites
with the development and maintenance of white supremacy as a means of
^^See John Dittmer, Black Georgia and the Progressive Era, 1900-
1920 (Urbana, 1977), pp. 220-21 for brief overview.
67Arthur S. Link, "The Progressive Movement in the South, 1870-
1914," North Carolina Historical Review 23 (April 1946):194.
68see, e.g., Harvey Wish, "Negro Education and the Progressive
Movement," Journal of the Negro History 49 (July 1964);184-200; Gilbert
Osofsky, Harlem; The Making of a Ghetto—Negro New York; 1890-1930
(New York, 1966), chap. 4, “Urban Progressives; Negro and White";
Alvin B. Kogut, "The Negro and the Charity Organization Society in the
Progressive Era," Social Service Review 44 (March 1970);11-21; and
Diner, "Chicago Social Workers," pp. 393-410.
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race control.®^ (Such apparent support withstands the generally correct,
albeit minimal, modifications made of the historical view that southern
progress!vism was "for whites only."70) However, a greater number of
Jane Addams's published writings correctly indicated that "The Yankee
North"--indeed, that all nonsouthern regions of the United States—
either adapted the South's "unique" historical theme or begin similar
ones once the presence of United States blacks became numerous enough.
Hence, were she alive today. Miss Addarns would no doubt concur with
revisionist theses which assert that the uniqueness of the South as an
identifiable region can no longer be singularly defined in terms of one
well-known central theme of southern hi story.72 Unquestionably, some
of the anti-neoslavery publications of Jane Addams's anticipated the
now apparently outmoded white supremacy central theme of southern
history.73 However, were she alive today. Miss Addarns also would no
®^See, e.g., Addarns, "Respect for Law," pp. 18-20; and Id.,
"Education of Negroes," pp. 370-71.
70see, e.g., Charles E. Wynes, ed., Forgotten Voices; Dissenting
Southerners in an Age of Conformity ([Baton Rouge,] 1967), Introduction.
71see, e.g., Addarns, "National Indifference," pp. 565-66; Id.,
"New Impulse," p. 346; Id., Newer Ideals of Peace, p. 141; Id.,
"Address," no p.; Id., "Social Control," p, 22; Id., New Conscience,
pp. 118-19, 169-70; Id., Peace, pp. 227-28; Id., "Education by the
Current Event," pp. 464, 496; Id., Second Twenty Years, pp. 97, 282-83,
402-3; Id., Excellence Becomes the Permanent, pp. 43, 104; Id., "Julia
Lathrop's Services," p. 198; Id., My Priend, Julia Lathrop, p. 157; and
Id., "Immigrants Under the Quota,"Survey Graphics, 1 November 1929,
p. 138.
72see, e.g., Monroe L. Billington, ed.. The South; A Central
Theme? (New York, 1969).
73see, e.g., the citations in n. 69 immediately above.
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doubt concur with scholarly suggestions that the eatire Progressive
movement—including its northern branch—generally overlooked the
phenomenon of neo-slavery for reasons largely attributable to the
maintenance of white supremacy.
At any rate, it is not unreasonable to postulate that Miss Addams's
neo-abolitionism—despite some spots of neo-slavery—can corroborate a
finding of scholar Gilbert Osofsky. Mr. Osofsky acknowledged that
"Progressivism as a political movement did as historians have
pointed out, bypass the Negro," but argued: "If, however, one includes .
social workers and industrial and municipal reformers in his definition
of Progressivism, there was a serious, positive and hopeful interest
expressed in Negro welfare by the Progressive movement.
In the main, few progressive reformers of any kind can be classified
as having been "neo-abolitional progress!ves"76 just as only a handful
of white Americans in any era can legitimately satisfy the definition
of neo-abolitionist. Moreover, because of the extreme diversity of
74see, e.g., Dewey W. Grantham, "The Progressive Movement and the
Negro," South Atlantic Quarterly, Fall 1955, pp. 461-77; David W.
Southern, The Malignant Heritage: Yankee Progressives and the Negro
Question, 1901-1^14 (Chicago, 1968); and Mowry, Progressive Era,
pp.12-13.
75osofsky, Harlem, p. 217, n. 1. Ibid, appeared in similar form
in Id., "Harlem, the Making of a Ghetto: A History of New York, 1900-
1920," (Ph.O. dissertation, 1963), pp. 89-90, n. 1; and Id., "Progres¬
sivism and the Negro, 1900-1915," American Quarterly, Summer 1964,
pp. 153-54, n. 2. Indeed, Ibid., pp. 153-68 was reprinted in Richard
Resh, ed.. Black American: Accomodation and Confrontation in the
Twentieth Century (Lexington, Massachusetts, 1969), pp. 12-24.
^®See, e.g., the works cited in nn. 66-68, 70, 74 immediately above.
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Miss Addams's reform interests, the sum of Jane Addams's anti-neoslavery
efforts probably will not equal the sum anti-neoslavery activity of a
contemporary, upper echelon neo-abolitionist like a W. E. B. DuBois; an
Oswald Garrison Villard; an Ida Wells Barnett; or a Mary White Ovington.
Yet it cannot be tenably disputed that "there was a serious, positive
and hopeful interest expressed in Negro welfare by the Progressive
movement" when one considers such works as the present monograph on
the neo-abolitionism of a woman reformer who became the leading female
personality in the Progressive movement.
Of course, scholars are neither of one mind as to the fundamental
meaning, nature, and achievement of Progressivism; nor as to who the
progressives were or what their motives were.^^ If anything, one
historian—Peter G. Filene—has bodly announced "that 'the progressive
movement' never existed.
However, to quote scholar Allen Davis concerning Jane Addams of
Hull House and the American Negro: "Her sympathy and understanding of
immigrants extended also to blacks. She did not entirely avoid the
racist attitudes of her day, but she came much closer to overcoming
them than most reformers of her generation."79
77For samplings of conflicting interpretations among scholars who
have treated the Progressive era, see, e.g., Arthur Mann, ed.. The
Progressive Era: Liberal Renaissance or Liberal Failure? (New York,
1963).
78peter G. Filene, "An Obituary for the Progressive Movement,"
American Quarterly, Spring 1970, p. 20.
79Davis, American Heroine, p. 129.
SUMMARY
Numerous authors had related the life and work of Jane Addams,
the well-known co-founder of the Hull House at Chicago who has been one
of the most written about—if not the most written about—woman in
American history. Yet there were apparently no major monographs on
her neo-abolitionism--no full-scale treatises on the part of her life-
work which served as an antithesis to the still extant phenomenon of
neo-slavery and manifested a portion of the ongoing neo-abolition
movement. Accordingly, through a concentration upon the "black" side of
Miss Addams's multifaceted reform efforts, the present study attempted
to lead the way in remedying that apparent deficiency.
The evidence of Jane Addams's neo-abolitionism featured in this
study was some of her published writings which protested the neo-slavery
induced and maintained by the white American. These publications were
of two distinct types. The first type consisted of those which mono-
graphical ly protested various manifestations of white American neo¬
slavery. The second type consisted of works that focused on other
subjects, but protested in passing some actualizations of the same
ultimately white American supremacy phenomenon.
It was found in chapter two that, within the context of the apparent
racially motivated ignorance of most past and present day white Americans
as to more truthful portrayals of the slavery and neo-slavery experiences
of the black American, Jane Addams was a rarity. This was to say that
analyses of her neo-abolitional publicatinons in that chapter indicated
that she, to have been a white American, possessed a considerable—albeit
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sometlmes flawed—knowledge and appreciation of the Afro-American past
and of black American culture. It was also found, for example, that
the anti-neoslavery publications of Jane Addams might comprise the best
category of evidence for Miss Addams's neo-abolitionism.
In the second paragraph of chapter three, the study held that the
evidence of Jane Addams's neo-abolitionism presented in chapter two and
in the Appendix decisively confirmed the thesis that she—in addition
to having been, for example, a settlement house worker; a municipal
reformer; a trade-union supporter; a woman's suffragist; a child's
right advocate; an anti-imperialist; and a peace crusader—was a neo¬
abolitionist. It was also found, for example, that the same evidence
suggested that the majority of writings consulted by the present writer
that were either on Jane Addams's life and work or which centered upon
black American history in the late nineteenth and early twentieth
centuries could have benefitted from some discussions of Miss Addams's
anti-neoslavery efforts.
The study subsequently broached the fact that as with other portions
of her lifework, Jane Addams received financial renumeration for some
of her neo-abolitional activity. Afterwards, the study speculated as
to what the psycho-social motivations of Jane Addams's neo-abolitionism
were. Upon doing so, the study conjectured that—coupled with the
probably correct speculation of scholar Jill Conway that "Jane Addams
had been trained to see herself as an heir to the abolitionist tradition
of moral fervor"—it may have been natural, if not inevitable, that a
champion of a number of unpopular causes and groups like Miss Addams
would also elect to engage in neo-abolitional activity during a portion
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of what historian Rayford W. Logan has termed "The Nadir" of black
American history.
The study then noted that Jane Addams alluded to antislavery people,
the abolition movement, and abolitional literature in her correspondence,
addresses, and published writings. It also noted that she was apparently
concerned about the servile conditions of Afro-Americans even as a child
during the Civil War. A paragraph later, the study conveyed how Jane
Addams's neo-abolitionism was related to her other such humanitarianism
as the promotion of woman's suffrage, municipal reform, child labor
legislation, and international peace.
The study followed with quotes of two scholars on Jane Addams's
racial attitudes toward black United States citizens. Afterwards, the
study went beyond information previously related in the present monograph
to demonstrate that Jane Addams was not totally immune to the extremely
virulent pro-neoslavery thought of her more openly racist era. Upon
doing so, it was found that—unlike some prominent individuals of her
day--Jane Addams did not compromise her neo-abolitionism to the extent
that she consistently condoned the largely white American supremacy
phenomenon of neo-slavery. The study also held that the bulk of
Miss Addams's personal expressions of neo-slavery can probably be
explained in terms of unconscious personality distortions on her part
due to the persistent manifestations of neo-slavery by others. But it
was noted that it may be going too far to actually justify Miss Addams's
relatively minor pro-neoslavery thoughts and actions.
Next the study analyzed Miss Addams's neo-abolitionism within the
context of the historiographies concerning the American Negro and the
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Progressive movement and the central theme of southern history. It
was thereupon found that it was not unreasonable to postulate that Jane
Addams's neo-abolitionism, despite some spots of neo-slavery, could
corroborate a finding of scholar Gilbert Osofsky. Mr. Osofsky acknow¬
ledged that "Progressivism as a political movement did, . . . , as
historians have pointed out, bypass the Negro," but argued: "If,
however, one includes social workers and industrial and municipal
reformers in his definition of Progressivism there was a serious,
positive and hopeful interest expressed in Negro welfare by the
Progressive movement."
The study subsequently noted that, in the main, few progressive
reformers of any kind can be classified as having been "neo-abolitional
progressives" just as only a handful of white Americans in any era can
legitimately satisfy the definition of neo-abolitionist. It was also
noted that because of the extreme diversity of Miss Addams's reform
interests, the sum of the Jane Addams's anti-neoslavery efforts probably
would not equal the sum anti-neoslavery activity of a contemporary,
upper echelon neo-abolitionist like a W. E. 8. DuBois; an Oswald
Garrison Villard; an Ida Wells Barnett; or a Mary White Ovington.
However, the study concluded that it could not be tenably disputed that
"there was a serious, positive and hopeful interest expressed in Negro
welfare by the Progressive movement" when one considers such works as
the present monograph on the neo-abolitionism of a woman reformer who
became the leading female personality in the Progressive movement.
The study then broached the difference of scholarly opinion that
surrounds the Progressive movement and the progressive reformers.
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Upon doing so, the study closed with a quote by scholar Allen F. Davis
concerning Jane Addams and the American Negro. The quote read: "Her
sympathy and understanding of immigrants extended also to blacks. She
did not entirely avoid the racist attitudes of her day, but she came
much closer to overcoming them than most reformers of her generation."
APPENDIX
ADDITIONAL EVIDENCE OF JANE ADDAMS'S NEO-ABOLITIONISM
Additional evidence of Jane Addams's neo-abolitionism are her
anti-neoslavery links to some actualizations of the following who—or
which—were either neo-abolitionists or, perhaps, sympathetic to the
neo-abolition movement: (1) black Americans; (2) national predomi¬
nantly black American groups; (3) local predominantly black American
groups (including predominantly black American educational institutions);
(4) evenly integrated black-white groups; (5) fellow Caucasians; and
(6) predominantly white groups. Moreover, examples of each category
are as follows:
1. Ida Wells Barnett; Monroe N. Works; Mary Church Terrell;
Roy Wilkins; and W. E. B. DuBois^
2. The NAACP and its predecessor organizations^
3. Atlanta University; the 1908 A.U. Social Work Conference;
the John Hopkins Colored Orphan Asylum; the Wendell Phillips
Settlement; the Frederick Douglass Center; the Chicago Urban
League; and a Hull House club for black mothers^
4. The Chicago Commission on Race Relations and the Chicago
Interracial Commission^
ISee, e.g., most of the works either cited or alluded to in chap.
2, nn. 12-13, 51, 63, 69, 41 above.
2see, e.g., most of the citations in chap. 2, nn. 17-18, 20-21,
33-38, 47, 51 above and in chap. 3, n. 82 above.
3see, e.g., most of the citations in chap. 2, n. 22 above and in
chap. 3, nn. 31, 51, 61-62 above.
4jane Addams, testimony before the Chicago Commission on Race
Relations, quoted in Chicago Commission on Race Relations, The Negro in
Chicago; A Study of Race Relations and a Race Riot (Chicago, 1922),
p. 55; LChTcago Urban League,J The Urban League "and Negro Community:
A Report of Urban League Activities in Chicago for 1930-31-32 by A. L.
Foster (N. p., n.d.) , pp. 9-10.
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5, James Weber Linn; Tattler; Oswall Garrison Villard;
Mary White Ovington; Lyman Trumbull; Paul U. Kellogg;
John Addams, Alice Addams Hal deman, Lillian Wald;
Lydia Avery Coonley-Wald; Sophonisba P. Breckinridge;
Edith Abbott; Mary E. McDowell; Celia Parker Wooley;
Julius Rosenwald; Ellen Gates Starr; and Julia C.
LathropS
6. The United States, Department of Interior, Office of
Education; the Third International Congress of Woman;
the NBC radio network; Hull House; the Juvenile
Protective Association; and the Immigrant's Protective
League.®
®See, e.g., most of the works either cited or alluded to in
chap. 1, n. 3 above; in chap. 2, nn. 11, 35, 37, 42, 49 above; and
in chap. 3, nn. 13-14, 31, 39, 57 above.
®See, e.g., most of the works either cited or alluded to in
chap. 2, nn. 59, 62-63 above and in chap. 3, nn. 46, 52-53, 57, 59-60
above.
GLOSSARY
Note: The folowing definitions have been fomulated by the present
writer within the context of the black historical experience
in America. Except for neo-slave system, all synonyms are
applicable only in the period of United States history
following the adoption of the Thirteenth Amendment. Further¬
more, the prefix neo- has been employed in terms of its
connotation of similar to, related to.
Abolitionist (or antislavery) legacy (or tradition): A post-Thirteenth
Amendment reform movement that displayed or displays some of the
attributes of abolitionism, such as strong moral fervor, and
multifaceted reform tactics and ideology.
"The Abolitionist (or Antislavery) Legacy (or Tradition)": The post-
Thirteenth Amendment neo-abolition movement.^
Neo-abolition: The eradication of neo-slavery. Adjective form--neo-
abolitional. Synonym—"new abolition."2
Neo-abolition movement: The crusade to eradicate neo-slavery that came
of age following the adoption of the Thirteenth Amendment and which
is one of the several abolitionist legacies. Synonyms—"new abolition
movement," "new abolitionist movement.
Neo-abolition movement of the mid 1950s through the 1960s: The
multifaceted, media enhanced, predominantly black American led
phase of the ongoing anti-neoslavery crusade which began with
the 1955 Montgomery, Alabama, bus boycott; which ended due to
mostly "The Changing Mood in America"; and which was one of
several abolitionist legacies in the 1950s and 1960s.^
^The concept of "The Abolitionist (or Antislavery) Legacy (or
Tradition)" has been employed, e.g., in McPherson, Abolitionist Legacy;
and Id., essay, Beinstein, Towards a New Past, pp. 126-55.
^Neo-abolition and neo-abolitional have been formulated by the
present wrfter. "New abolition" has been used in, e.g., Ross, J. E.
Spingarn, pp. 23, 26 et passim.
^Neo-abolition movement has been formulated by the present writer.
"New abolition movement" has been used, e.g., in Kellogg, NAACP, 1:90,
125, 291. "New abolitionist movement" has been used in McPherson,
essay, Beinstein, Towards a New Past, p. 146.
^Neo-abolition movement of the mid 1950s through the 1960s has
been formulated by the present writer. The phrase "The Changing Mood
in America" is from Faustine Childress Jones with the assistance of
Cynthia Smith, John McClendon, and Reginald Hildebrand, The Changing
Mood in America: Eroding Commitment? Washington, D.C., 1977.
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neo-abolittonism: The policy of a neo-abolitionist. Synonym--"new
abolitionism."5
neo-abolitionist: A person who favored or favors neo-abolition.
Synonym--"new abolitionist."®
neo-enslave: To reduce any black American to a state of neo-slavery.
Noun form—neo-enslavement (synonym: "new Negro enslavement").^
neo-slave: Any black American in a state of neo-slavery.®
neo-slavery: Deliberate or unintended personal and/or group forms
of American Negro proscriptions other than legally recognized
slavery. Synonyms—neo-slave system, "new slavery."®
®Neo-abolitionism has been used in McPherson, AbolHionist Legacy,
p. 390l "New abolitionism" has been used in, e.g., Kellogg, NAACP,
1:90, 128.
®Neo-abolittonist and "new abolitionist" have been used, e.g., in
Spear, Black Chicago, p. 102; and Howard Zinn, SNCC: The New Aboli¬
tionists (8oston, 1964). Neo-abolitionist includes corporate entities
of a neo-abolitional nature since corporate bodies can be viewed as
"persons." Accordingly, the title of Ibid, would be less specious if
the neo-abolitional group on which Ibid, focused had ever incorporated.
^Neo-enslave and neo-enslavement have been formulated by the
present writer. "New Negro enslavement" has been used in John Hope
Franklin, From Slavery to Freedom: A History of Negro Americans,
5th ed. (New York, 1980), p. 346.
®Neo-slave has been used in Donald Spivey, Schooling for the New
Slavery: Black Industrial Education, 1868-1915 (Westport, Connecticut,
1978), pp. ix, 23.
®Neo-slavery and neo-slave system have been used in Jones, Changing
Mood, p. 37; and Spivey, Schooling, pp. ix, 23. "New slavery" has been
used in, e.g., Kellogg, NAACP, l:x, 7, 20, 125, 294.
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